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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

Global equities had a turbulent start of 2016 as renewed instability in the Chinese equity market
and a further deterioration in the oil price saw markets post steep negative returns. China
underperformed other markets amid a series of headwinds including on-going yuan weakness
versus the US Dollar and continuing weak macro-economic data. The Shanghai index fell 22.6%
over the month, while the Hang Seng index dropped by 10.2%. Oil price weakness also
exacerbated investor concern, as the oil price reached a 12-year low in mid-January. In the US,
the S&P 500 dropped -5%, negatively affected by both fears of slowing global growth and a
decelerating domestic economy (disappointing retail sales, industrial production and GOP growth
figures). In Europe, despite the ECB's more dovish than expected intervention, all equity markets
experienced a difficult month with the EuroStoxx 50 Index posting a negative return of -6.8%.
Elsewhere, on the final day of the month, the Bank of Japan surprised markets by announcing a
negative interest rate policy. This event tempered somehow the drop in equity markets witnessed
since the beginning of the year. However, the Nikkei still finished the month down 8%. The Fund
posted a negative return in January as a result of weak underlying equities and lower theoretical
valuations. The underperformance relative to the broader convertible bond market was largely
explained by our overweight exposure to Japan. Financials were among the worst performers as
the sector lagged across all regions due to weaker than expected earnings, mounting concerns
over non-performing loans in Italy and lower expectations about the number of times the Fed
would increase rates this year. Many technology and consumer cyclical names, which had
performed well in 2015, corrected sharply in this risk-off environment.

In February, equity markets remained under pressure after a disappointing January. However, the
final monthly performance figures disguise a month of two halves with very high intra-month
volatility. Most developed market indices witnessed a sharp sell-off in the first half of the month
and recovered during the second half. In Europe, rising political headwinds (the so-called "Brexit"
referendum and little progress towards forming a government in Spain) and concerns over bank
balance sheets (impact of negative interest rates and a disappointing earnings season) pushed
equity indices down to their two-years lows (Eurostoxx 50 was down 12% on February 11).
Expectations that the ECB could announce further easing measures at its March 10 meeting
helped the market to recover, the Eurostoxx 50 finishing the month down 3.26%. US equities
posted a small negative return after the Fed warned that global market turbulence could affect US
growth. The Japanese equity market declined sharply in February (Nikkei was down 8.5% for the
month) after the BoJ's decision to introduce a negative rate policy at the end of January.
Convertibles bond prices fared relatively well in this volatile environment. The negative impact of
underlying equities was somehow compensated by a recovery in valuations (especially in the
US). The Fund performed relatively well in this volatile environment posting a small negative
return (-0.74%) and slightly outperforming the broader convertible bond index. The decision to
hedge our portfolio after January's equity sell-off helped us to reduce the intra-month volatility
and shield our portfolio against the rout observed in global markets. Japan was our top performer
thanks to the single name hedges we put in place in January. The best performing sectors were
Industrials, Financials and Basic Materials whereas Consumer Non-Cyclical, Communications
and Energy were among the worst detractors.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

European equity markets started March on an upward trajectory ahead of the ECB's March 10
meeting. The ECB not only cut its depo rate by a further -1Obps but also lowered its refinancing
rate by a further -5 bps, increased the pace of its asset purchase and extended it to non-financial
corporate debt while offering banks access to four new long-term TLTROs at attractive terms.
This not only put a floor under the market but also highlighted in our opinion a shift by the ECB
away from a strategy aimed at stimulating the economy by depreciating the Euro to one aimed at
easing credit creation without squeezing and thus weakening European banks. European equity
market failed to rally much further as subsequent concerns around banks' balance sheets, lower
analyst expectations for global growth and an on-going refugee crisis overshadowed Mario
Oraghi's earlier announcement. In the US, macro data remained resilient and Chairwoman Janet
Yellen's dovish comments lead the market to discount the likelihood of a further rate hike in the
first half of the year which sent the S&P 500 significantly higher for the month. In Japan, macro
data showed further signs of weakness but the Bank of Japan highlighted its preparedness to
step up the fight against deflation and appeared to shift away from conservative message which
left the TOPIX higher for the month. In credit, the news of both the ECB expanding its buying
programme and the Fed's likely postponement of a further hike was well received and led to
credit markets rallying on both side of the Atlantic. Convertible bonds reacted positively as they
benefited from both tighter credit spreads and higher equity valuations while still remaining
attractively priced relative to their theoretical valuations as volatility compressed. The Fund had a
negative performance this month as we maintained a very low net exposure during the month and
some of our hedges worked against us particularly in Japan.

European equity markets were up 0.8% in April while Chairman Oraghi provided further details
regarding the extension of the ECB's asset purchase programme announced in March. Although
the ECB delivered more than expected, it was not clear how much money would actually be
committed. In the meantime, European macro data continued to recover from February's level
and culminated in Eurozone 01 GOP coming ahead of expectations at +0.6% 000. However, we
remained cautious as the recent strengthening of the Euro relative to the USO had yet to be
factored in. Earning season was in full swing and results were mixed. While there were more
misses on sales, there were more beats on earnings. European companies were so far offsetting
disappointing top line growth with lower raw material costs and further cost cutting efforts. At the
same time, the US equity markets were flat on the previous month, as comments from
Chairwoman Yellen were less dovish. The general tone of the FED remained conciliatory and
consensus expectations was still for the next hike to take place in H2 with US macro data coming
in generally below expectations. The first read of 01 GOP only came at +0.5% 000 annualised.
This prompted many economists and ourselves to revise down our US growth expectations for
2016. The Bank of Japan decided to leave rates unchanged despite widespread expectations for
additional easing in the wake of a slowing Japanese economy. The Yen rose sharply as a result
to reach JPY107 to the dollar with further adverse consequences for Japanese exporters. The
TOPIX gave back all the gains it had recorded in anticipation to the expected rate cut to end April
at 1,340 after having reached an intra-month high of 1,407. Global convertible bond prices were
relatively flat in April as negative equity contribution was offset by better theoretical valuations.
The Fund posted a negative return in April as a result of weak underlying equities in Japan after
the BoJ decided not to change its monetary policy. The region was indeed the main detractor of
PnL offsetting profits from the other regions. Communications, Energy and Utilities were the worst
performing sectors whereas Technology, Industrial and Basic materials contributed positively.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

May was dominated once again by Central Bank policy, currency markets and investor
positioning while the economic data remained mixed leading to volatile markets. The impact of
the disappointing BOJ meeting at the end of April continued to pressure the Japanese market
with the Nikkei falling -3.5% in the first days of Mayas the Yen initially strengthened. The market
then rebounded with the Nikkei finishing the month up 3.4%. Japan was still the worst performing
region YTO with a negative performance of -9.5% in local currency terms. Macro data in May
continued to be mixed with on the one hand the US Atlanta Fed raising 02 GOP to 2.8% v 2.2%
as we rebounded from the weak Q1 only to be followed by a number of profit warnings from US
retail companies and weaker than expected payrolls data that raised concerns on the durability of
US consumer spending. A number of US regional manufacturing surveys also disappointed as
did UK and European Industrial production, which combined, resulted in core US and European
bond yields rallying again in the first half of the month back to the tight end of the range for the
year. Oil continued to perform well and rose towards US$50 per barrel. Global convertible bonds
posted a small positive return in Mayas a result of better theoretical valuations and positive
underlying equities performance. The Fund posted a small negative return in May. We managed
to participate in the Japanese market rally in the second half of the month and Japan was
therefore our best performing region. Europe and US portfolios incurred losses mainly coming
from our hedges portfolio. Indeed, the underperformance relative to the broader convertible bond
index can be explained by the negative performance of our S&P 500 and Eurostoxx 50 futures
positions (during the last week of the month's rally) which has not been compensated by gains in
our long positions. Our positions in the US Health Care sector also underperformed global
equities. Asia ex Japan and Emerging markets were relatively flat for the month. Technology and
Communications were our best performing sectors whereas Energy and Utilities contributed
negatively.

June was dominated by the surprised outcome of the Brexit vote. Macro data in June was
supportive of a slow but steady European recovery, with Eurozone PMI numbers above 50
(except for France) and 01 GOP showing the signs of increased demand. In the US, the data
was more mixed as highlighted by a surprisingly low non-farm payroll number. The FOMC
meeting reflected growing concerns as to the pace of the US recovery. In Japan, the macro data
actually came in ahead of expectations with revised Q1 GOP numbers coming in at 1.9% 000.
Macro data would also tend to show that the Japanese economy was withstanding the impact of
April's earthquake better than expected. Then Brexit happened, proving wrong both bookmakers
and markets. Clearly, such an outcome was not priced in as evidenced by the strong rally we had
witnessed in credit indices in the run-up to the vote. The market correction and general risk-off
trade that followed was therefore severe but broadly in line with expectations thanks to central
banks standing at the ready to counter-act any further deterioration. Overall, the first order
consequence of Brexit will be lower growth and lower inflation for everyone. Against this
backdrop, global convertible bonds prices returned a negative performance in June due to lower
equity, widening credit spread and cheaper theoretical valuations. The Fund posted a negative
return in June as a result of weaker underlying equities and cheaper valuations. The
underperformance relative to the broader convertible market was explained by our overweight to
Japan compared to most traditional convertible indices. The region suffered from both a sharp
decline in underlying equities (Nikkei was down 9.6% for the month) and an implied volatility drop
(-4.5 points). Europe was the other main source of PnL detraction.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

While June saw markets sell off on the back of Brexit, July saw them rebound. Markets reacted
positively to a faster than expected political transition in the UK, European leaders' calm reaction
and signalling from both the BoE and the ECB that they stand ready to act. A better than
expected performances from the mainstream parties in the Spanish elections was also
welcomed. Pre-Brexit Eurozone PMI remained above 50, in line with previous months. The EBA
stress tests did not hold any significant outcome. The Italian banking sector remained in need of a
recapitalisation (which was known) but it looked like it was heading for a private sector solution
which would avoid having to bailing-in subordinated creditors. As for the US, it started July on an
uneven footing after June's weak macro data and the FOMC's downward reassessment of the
US economy. US corporates had been under particular pressure from an elevated dollar and low
productivity gains that had hurt profitability and in turn capex. The FOMC remained non-committal
and left rates unchanged while still highlighting that a rate hike before year-end is still on the
table. In Japan, news flow was dominated by the BoJ's decision to only increase its ETF
purchase program which fell short of expectations. Against this backdrop, we continued to reduce
risk in the portfolio as we looked for the market to digest the post Brexit fall-out and price in the
potential negative impact on GOP especially around contagion risks into the Eurozone. The Fund
reported strong absolute and relative performance in July in line with stronger equities and tighter
spreads. All sectors and regions contributed positively to the overall PnL. Japan was the top
contributor followed by North America and Europe. Asia ex Japan and Emerging were relatively
flat for the month. The top performing sectors were Consumer Non-Cyclical, Industrial and
Consumer Cyclical.

August saw a continuation of the upward trend initiated in July, with European equity markets
continuing their post Brexit recovery. Macro news flow was once more dominated by central
bankers, starting with Governor Mark Carney from the Bank of England unveiling his response to
Brexit. The latter consisted of a rate cut to 0.25%, a new term funding facility for banks and the
resumption of its quantitative easing program, which for the first time include corporate bonds.
Markets reacted positively to this announcement combined with better than expected macro data
out of the UK, which helped European stocks rally further. In the US, equity markets stabilised
after their strong performance the previous month. While the market had totally discounted the
likelihood of a rate hike this September, comments made by various members of the FOMC
committee in the run up to Jackson Hole as well as Chairwoman Janet Yellen's comment that
"the case for an increase in the federal funds rate has strengthened" had led to a reassessment
of the odds. In Japan, news flow was dominated by the announcement of a US$45bn spending
boost. While the net impact of this stimulus package would be lower than implied by the headline
number since some of the measures had already been announced previously, it was nonetheless
well received by the market. The Fund turned a positive performance in August (+1.16%),
outperforming the broader convertible and equity markets. Europe, North America and Asia ex
Japan posted a positive performance, whereas the Japan and Emerging Markets portfolios
remained flat for the month. The best performing sectors were Financial, Technology and Basic
Materials. Industrial and Consumer Cyclical were slightly negative.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

September was once more dominated by Central Banks' activity which put a stop to the previous
two months' rally in risky assets and led to a period of consolidation and higher volatility.
September started with the ECB making no change to its monetary policy, which came as a
disappointment for some market participants. In Japan, the long awaited BoJ's policy review took
centre stage. While some had hoped to see the BoJ unleash a large dose of stimulus, the latter
ultimately chose to only alter slightly its current policy of quantitative easing. In the US, while
implied rate hike probabilities remained at their low 20% level reached at the end of August, the
FOMC's communication at the beginning of the month was particularly confusing. The Fund
posted a strong monthly return both on an absolute and relative basis. All regions contributed
positively to the overall performance with North America and Europe being the main drivers.
Likewise, all sectors had a positive contribution in September with Technology and Consumer
Non-cyclical being the best performing sectors.

While September had been dominated by central banks announcements, October was shaped by
political risk (Conservative conference and US elections) and the high likelihood of a Fed hike in
December. Macro data was generally supportive, with the first read of US 03 GDP rising +2.9%
000 on an annualised basis. This was both an acceleration over the previous three quarters and
a beat relative to expectations. The US unemployment rate remained low at 5% but had only put
moderate pressure on wages. In Europe, Manufacturing and Service PMls both remained solidly
above 50 with the UK's economic numbers surprising to the upside. October saw reporting
season enter in full swing. After a slow start, companies generally reported moderate top line
growth but higher margins and ultimately higher EPS than expected. Capex was also somewhat
on the rise, which was positive news after two quarters of moderation. Of specific note, the
banking sector had a relatively strong quarter thanks to resurgent trading combined with on-going
cost cutting efforts that in turn added to the overall positive atmosphere. The Fund posted a small
positive return for the month (+0.54%), outperforming the overall market. Japan was the top
contributor to the overall PnL and explains most of the alpha generated in October. Europe was
also positive whereas losses incurred in the North American portfolio. Asia ex-Japan and
Emerging Markets did not produce a significant performance. Basic Materials and Industrials
were our top performing sectors. Our exposure to US pharmaceutical and biotech companies
explains the negative performance of our Consumer, Non-cyclical sector which was our top PnL
detractor.

In what will be without doubt remembered as the watershed event of 2016, Donald Trump did win
the US Presidency against all odds. These in turn led to a dramatic change in market conditions
for the better. The S&P500 gained +3.4% over November to end at year-to-date highs of 2,199
(+7.6% YTD). Interestingly, the best performing stocks were banks and industrial names that had
been so far this year's laggards as they were seen as the likely biggest beneficiaries of Trump's
stimulus plan. Ripple effect from Trump's victory were also felt in Europe and Japan with the
EURO Stoxx 50 index ending the month flat after an initial sell-off and the Topix gaining 5.5%.
The Fund posted a strong relative and absolute performance, returning 1.47% for the month. The
outperformance compared to the broader convertible indices is mainly explained by our
overweight in Japan and the strong equity market in the US. As a result, the North American and
Japanese portfolios were our top contributors this month whereas Europe incurred losses and
Asia ex Japan and Emerging markets were relatively flat. The top performing sectors were
Energy and Industrial while Energy and Basic materials contributed negatively to the overall
performance.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund

December saw a continuation of the strong upward trend across global equity markets that
followed Donald Trump's election. The significant news for the month was the Fed's decision to
hike rates in December but this had been widely expected and taken in strides by the market that
saw it as a natural reaction to Donald Trump's election and his reflationary policies. In Europe,
equity markets played catch up with their US counterparts after having finished the previous
month unchanged. Japan saw similar trends as in the US and Europe. The year ended on a very
strong note for the Fund in terms of both absolute and relative performance. In December, the
Fund posted a positive return (+3.93%) for the sixth consecutive month, bringing back the total
performance for 2016 to -2.58%. All regions except Asia ex Japan contributed positively to the
overall performance, with North America and Japan being our top contributors. The top
performing sectors were Financials and Consumer Cyclical while Communications was the only
detractor to the PnL this month. The Fund ended the year posting a decline of -2.58%
(performance for R EUR shares).
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors
Global Balanced Sub-Fund

Global equities had a turbulent start to 2016 as renewed instability in the Chinese equity market
and a further deterioration in the oil price saw markets post steep negative returns. China
underperformed other markets amid a series of headwinds including on-going yuan weakness
versus the US Dollar and continuing weak macro-economic data. The Shanghai index fell 22.6%
over the month, while the Hang Seng index dropped by 10.2%. Oil price weakness also
exacerbated investor concern, as the oil price reached a 12-year low in mid-January. In the US,
the S&P 500 dropped -5%, negatively affected by both fears of slowing global growth and a
decelerating domestic economy (disappointing retail sales, industrial production and GOP growth
figures). In Europe, despite the ECB's more dovish than expected intervention, all equity markets
experienced a difficult month with the EuroStoxx 50 Index posting a negative return of 6.8%.
Elsewhere, on the final day of the month, the Bank of Japan surprised markets by announcing a
negative interest rate policy. This event tempered somehow the drop in equity markets witnessed
since the beginning of the year. However the Nikkei still finished the month down 8%. The Fund
suffered from the spill-over into the banking sector, as markets moved beyond credit stress in the
oil and gas sector and began to worry about the start of a broader default cycle. In addition, the
risk-off in markets saw a move into safe haven currencies such as the Yen which impacted our
Japanese consumer exposed holdings. This meant our longs underperformed the market in
January and was compounded by a lower level of risk which meant that we did not participate in
the move higher in markets at the end of the month post the unexpected change in tone from the
ECB and BOJ.

Equity markets remained under pressure in February after a disappointing January. However, the
final monthly performance figures disguised a month of two halves with very high intra-month
volatility. Most developed market indices witnessed a sharp sell-off in the first half of the month
and recovered during the second half. In Europe, rising political headwinds ( "Brexit" and little
progress towards forming a government in Spain) and concerns over bank balance sheets
(impact of negative interest rates and a disappointing earnings season) pushed equity indices
down to their two-years lows (Eurostoxx 50 was down 12% on February 11). Expectations that
the ECB could announce further easing measures at its March 10 meeting helped the market to
recover. US equities posted a small negative return after the Fed warned that global market
turbulence could affect US growth. The Japanese equity market declined sharply in February
(Nikkei was down 8.5% for the month) after the BoJ's decision to introduce a negative rate policy
at the end of January. This level of volatility supported the changes to the portfolio we initiated in
January as macro was dominating single stock, bottom up analysis and the lower gross exposure
we have been running meant we outperformed the first half of the month. This elevated level of
volatility and the risk of central banks moving towards more unconventional policy meant we
initiated new longs in Gold stocks and gold ETFs that performed strongly through the month and
helped to protect the PnL. Again while our positioning and lower gross protected us from much of
the first half fall in markets it also meant we did not participate in this rally as at this stage
fundamentals, in our view, remained challenged thus we preferred to continue on the sidelines.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Global Balanced Sub-Fund

European equity markets started March on an upward trajectory ahead of the ECB's March 10
meeting. With expectations running high, Chairman Mario Draghi delivered a raft of measures
aimed at addressing the cracks that were appearing across European financial markets. The ECB
not only cut its depo rate by a further -1Obps but also lowered its refinancing rate by a further -5
bps, increased the pace of its asset purchase and extended it to non-financial corporate debt
while offering banks access to four new long-term TLTROs at attractive terms. This not only put a
floor under the market but also highlighted a shift by the ECB away from a strategy aimed at
stimulating the economy by depreciating the Euro to one aimed at easing credit creation without
squeezing and thus weakening European banks. That said, European equity market failed to rally
much further as subsequent concerns around banks' balance sheets, lower analyst expectations
for global growth and an on-going refugee crisis overshadowed Mario Draghi's earlier
announcement. In the US, macro data remained resilient and Chairwoman Janet Yellen's dovish
comments led the market to discount the likelihood of a further rate hike in the first half of the year
which sent the S&P 500 significantly higher for the month. In Japan, macro data showed further
signs of weakness but the Bank of Japan highlighted its preparedness to step up the fight against
deflation and appeared to shift away from recent conservative message which left the TOPIX
higher for the month. In credit, the news of both the ECB expanding its buying programme and
the Fed's likely postponement of a further hike was well received and led to credit markets
rallying on both side of the Atlantic. March was very much a month of portfolio protection as
fundamentals took a back seat to the policy actions of central banks and currency markets. The
lack of fundamental earnings momentum combined with elevated valuations explained why we
chosen to run a net short but overall low net exposure for the month and why we did not
participate in the rally. Despite a positive PnL from our long book, the weighting of some of the
commodity sectors within major indices meant some of our hedging strategies were negatively
impacted causing the Fund to end down on the month.

European equity markets were up 0.8% in April while Chairman Draghi provided further details
regarding the extension of the ECB's asset purchase programme announced in March. Although
the ECB delivered more than expected, it was not clear how much money would actually be
committed. In the meantime, European macro data continued to recover from February's level
and culminated in Eurozone 01 GOP coming ahead of expectations at +0.6% 000. However, we
remained cautious as the recent strengthening of the Euro relative to the USD has yet to be
factored in. Earning season was in full swing and results were mixed. While there were more
misses on sales, there were more beats on earnings. European companies were so far offsetting
disappointing top line growth with lower raw material costs and further cost cutting efforts. The
first read of 01 GOP only came only at +0.5% 000 annualised. This prompted many economists
and ourselves to revise down our US growth expectations for 2016. The Bank of Japan decided
to leave rates unchanged despite widespread expectations for additional easing in the wake of a
slowing Japanese economy. The Yen rose sharply as a result to reach JPY107 to the dollar with
further adverse consequences for Japanese exporters. The TOPIX gave back all the gains it had
recorded in anticipation to the expected rate cut to end April at 1,340 after having reached an
intra-month high of 1,407. The Fund entered the month with a relatively low level of market
exposure given our thoughts and ahead of the 01 earnings season. While in the event earnings
were not as bad as expected this quarter, we were still yet to see positive earnings revisions at an
index level and therefore we did not see it as a signal to re-engage. Despite avoiding much of the
volatility in markets through the month, we increased our exposure to Japan ahead of the Bank of
Japan meeting on April 28. However, in the event the BoJ surprised markets negatively by
instead electing to keep its policy on hold. This negative surprise caused the Yen to rally and the
Nikkei to fall sharply which impacted the Fund and was compounded further by a sell-off in global
markets on the last trading day of the month with the European Stoxx 600 -2.13%, suffering the
largest one day fall since February.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Global Balanced Sub-Fund

In May, the month was dominated once again by Central Bank policy, currency markets and
investor positioning while the economic data remained mixed leading to volatile markets. The
impact of the disappointing BOJ meeting at the end of April continued to pressure the Japanese
market with the Nikkei falling -3.5% in the first days of Mayas the Yen initially strengthened. The
market then rebounded with the Nikkei finishing the month up 3.4%. Japan was still the worst
performing region YTO with a negative performance of -9.5% in local currency terms. Macro data
in May continued to be mixed with on the one hand the US Atlanta Fed raising 02 GOP to 2.8%
vs 2.2% as we rebounded from the weak 01 only to be followed by a number of profit warnings
from US retail companies and on the other hand weaker than expected payrolls data that raised
concerns on the durability of US consumer spending. A number of US regional manufacturing
surveys also disappointed as did UK and European Industrial production, which combined,
resulted in core US and European bond yields rallying again in the first half of the month back to
the tight end of the range for the year. Oil continued to perform well and rose towards US$50 per
barrel. The long exposure to Japan at the beginning of the month represented the majority of the
Fund's negative PnL given that we had expected the BOJ to be forced to act given the impact of
the strong currency on Japanese economic activity. We continued to reduce our net exposure in
the first days of the month and were broadly market neutral for the majority of May given the
combination of elevated markets and ahead of the key Brexit vote in the UK and Spanish
elections. Lower bond yields pressured the net interest margin for banks and hurt earnings
growth. We responded by reducing our US and EU financials exposure to protect the PnL which
initially worked but meant we were not able to participate in the market rebound at the end of the
month as the FOMC surprised bond markets with a much more hawkish message. Given our
reduced overall exposure, we were unable to respond quickly enough to these moves and so our
index hedges outperformed our core long holdings in Telecoms, Financials and non-cyclical
consumer sectors.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Report of the Board of Directors (Continued)
Global Balanced Sub-Fund

June was dominated by the surprised outcome of the Brexit vote on June 23. Macro data in June
was supportive of a slow but steady European recovery, with Eurozone PMI numbers above 50
(except for France) and 01 GOP showing the signs of increased demand. In the US, the data
was more mixed as highlighted by a surprisingly low non-farm payroll number. The FOMC
meeting reflected growing concerns as to the pace of the US recovery. In Japan, the macro data
actually came in ahead of expectations with revised 01 GOP numbers coming in at 1.9% 000.
Macro data would also tend to show that the Japanese economy was withstanding the impact of
April's earthquake better than expected. Then Brexit happened, proving wrong both bookmakers
and markets. Clearly, such an outcome was not priced in as evidenced by the strong rally we
witnessed in credit indices in the run-up to the vote. The market correction and general risk-off
trade that followed was therefore severe but broadly in line with expectations thanks to central
banks standing at the ready to counter-act any further deterioration. Overall, the first order
consequence of Brexit will be lower growth and lower inflation for everyone. While we reduced
our overall exposure to Japan, the unexpectedly weak US jobs data, the weakest since
September 2010, prompted a significant further weakening in the USO versus the YEN causing
Japanese equities to underperform the MSCI index in first part of the month. This refocus on
growth concerns began a risk off move in global markets that accelerated as UK opinion polls
initially showed a significantly increased probability of UK voters opting for BREXIT. Given our
reduced level of exposure we used this weakness to revisit a number of core names in Japan but
also in Europe which was initially rewarded as the probability of BREMAIN increased, especially
following the tragic death of a UK parliament member. Ahead of the BREXIT, and given
commentators and opinion polls were still suggesting a high probability of BREMAIN we retained
a long bias to both Japan and Europe. In the event this view proved incorrect with markets in
Europe opening -11.00% on June 24. We took advantage of this by adding to core positions in
what we saw as an overshoot. While this view proved correct, with global indices rebounding by
over 5%, our gains were capped by losses on some of our hedges. In particular this was due to
the Energy and Materials sectors which have significant weightings in global indices. The -11 %
fall in the value of Sterling resulted in the market pricing in local currency earnings upgrades
despite the increased economic uncertainty and GOP downgrades to global growth that came
through in the days post BREXIT.
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While June saw markets sell off on the back of Brexit, July saw them rebound. Markets reacted
positively to a faster than expected political transition in the UK, European leaders' calm reaction
and signalling from both the BoE and the ECB that they stand ready to act. A better than
expected performances from the mainstream parties in the Spanish elections was also
welcomed. Pre-Brexit Eurozone PMI remained above 50, in line with previous months. The EBA
stress tests did not hold any significant outcome. The Italian banking sector remained in need of a
recapitalisation (which was known) but it looked like it was heading for a private sector solution
which would avoid having to bailing-in subordinated creditors. As for the US, it started July on an
uneven footing after June's weak macro data and the FOMC's downward reassessment of the
US economy. US corporates had been under particular pressure from an elevated dollar and low
productivity gains that had hurt profitability and in turn capex. The FOMC remained non-committal
and left rates unchanged while still highlighting that a rate hike before year-end is still on the
table. In Japan, news flow was dominated by the BoJ's decision to only increase its ETF
purchase program which fell short of expectations. Against this backdrop, we continued to reduce
risk in the portfolio as we looked for the market to digest the post Brexit fall-out and price in the
potential negative impact on GDP especially around contagion risks into the Eurozone. The
combination of stabilising growth expectations, a solid 02 earnings season, and lower policy
uncertainty from a starting point of a significant GDP slowdown priced into equity markets caused
a rally in risk assets especially in Japan and Europe. These regions remained the Fund's largest
overweight's, especially Japan as discussed in our investor call, and therefore it was not
surprising to see our Japanese holdings contribute the most to PnL with notable contributions
from Sony Financial, Nomura Holdings, Mizuho Financial Group and Seibu Holdings. At the same
time expectations for additional central bank stimulus meant our holdings in commodity names
like Silver Wheaton Corp continued to perform.

August saw a continuation of the upward trend initiated in July, with European equity markets
continuing their post Brexit recovery. Macro news flow was once more dominated by central
bankers, starting with Governor Mark Carney from the Bank of England unveiling his response to
Brexit. The latter consisted of a rate cut to 0.25%, a new term funding facility for banks and the
resumption of its quantitative easing program, which for the first time include corporate bonds.
Markets reacted positively to this announcement combined with better than expected macro data
out of the UK, which helped European stocks rally further. In the US, equity markets stabilised
after their strong performance the previous month. While the market had totally discounted the
likelihood of a rate hike this September, comments made by various members of the FOMC
committee in the run up to Jackson Hole as well as Chairwoman Janet Yellen's comment that
"the case for an increase in the federal funds rate has strengthened" had led to a reassessment
of the odds. In Japan, news flow was dominated by the announcement of a US$45bn spending
boost. While the net impact of this stimulus package would be lower than implied by the headline
number since some of the measures had already been announced previously, it was nonetheless
well received by the market. The Fund enjoyed a good month. We maintained our geographic
overweight to Japan and increased our exposure through the month which meant we were able to
capture the rally in the Japanese market as the Yen weakened on comments from Chairwoman
Yellen providing additional support for our fundamental holdings in companies such as Toshiba
and Mitsubishi.
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September was once more dominated by Central Banks' activity which put a stop to the previous
two months' rally in risky assets and led to a period of consolidation and higher volatility.
September started with the ECB making no change to its monetary policy, which came as a
disappointment for some market participants. In Japan, the long awaited BoJ's policy review took
centre stage. While some had hoped to see the BoJ unleash a large dose of stimulus, the latter
ultimately chose to only alter slightly its current policy of quantitative easing. In the US, while
implied rate hike probabilities remained at their low 20% level reached at the end of August, the
FOMC's communication at the beginning of the month was particularly confusing. Despite muted
performance for global indices this month, September was another strong month for the Fund.
Having reduced our exposure towards the end of August we revisited some of our key themes
given the increased probability the FED would choose not to raise rates. In particular, our
holdings in Oil, which was seeing a supply response, led to a slow normalisation in the demand
supply imbalance even at current rates of GOP, and also a number of our tech names which were
seeing structural, strong growth despite a muted global growth back drop. In Japan our approach
was more technical as we were able to position ourselves around the key dividend paying season
and benefit as Japanese investors re-invested their proceeds back into the Japanese market.

While September had been dominated by central banks announcements, October was shaped by
political risk (Conservative conference and US elections) and the high likelihood of a Fed hike in
December. Macro data was generally supportive, with the first read of US 03 GOP rising +2.9%
000 on an annualised basis. This was both an acceleration over the previous three quarters and
a beat relative to expectations. The US unemployment rate remained low at 5% but had only put
moderate pressure on wages. In Europe, Manufacturing and Service PMls both remained solidly
above 50 with the UK's economic numbers surprising to the upside. October saw reporting
season enter in full swing. After a slow start, companies generally reported moderate top line
growth but higher margins and ultimately higher EPS than expected. Capex was also somewhat
on the rise, which was positive news after two quarters of moderation. Of specific note, the
banking sector had a relatively strong quarter thanks to resurgent trading combined with on-going
cost cutting efforts that in turn added to the overall positive atmosphere. In this environment, the
Fund performed poorly. We actually increased our exposure in the middle of October towards the
upper end of risk limits as we looked to look to take advantage of what we saw as too great a sell-
off in more defensive equities, especially in the US, where our exposure reached approximately
45% of the Fund. While this worked initially, the Fund gave these gains back and more as the US
presidential race took another turn with the FBI re-opening their investigation into Presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton in the last days of October. This surprise announcement caused a sharp
sell-off in the S&P500 and to a lesser degree global equity markets to which we were unable to
respond quickly enough.

In what will be without doubt remembered as the watershed event of 2016, Donald Trump did win
the US Presidency against all odds. These in turn led to a dramatic change in market conditions
for the better. The S&P500 gained +3.4% over November to end at year-to-date highs of 2,199
(+7.6% YTD). Interestingly, the best performing stocks were banks and industrial names that had
been so far this year's laggards as they were seen as the likely biggest beneficiaries of Trump's
stimUlUS plan. Ripple effect from Trump's victory were also felt in Europe and Japan with the
EURO Stoxx 50 index ending the month flat after an initial sell-off and the Topix gaining 5.5%.
The Fund enjoyed a strong month in both relative and absolute terms, returning 6.9% versus the
MSCI World Index up 2.63%. Having reduced our exposure into the end of October it meant we
were well placed as the market sold off in the first days of the month as the uncertainty of a
Clinton victory began to rise. We went geographically over-weight both US and Japan given
continued political uncertainty in Europe and given our view on the USD. This meant we were
well positioned from both a geographic and sector perspective to capture the strong rally in the
second half of the month in our names.
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December saw a continuation of the strong upward trend across global equity markets that
followed Donald Trump's election. The significant news for the month was the Fed's decision to
hike rates in December but this had been widely expected and taken in strides by the market that
saw it as a natural reaction to Donald Trump's election and his reflationary policies. In Europe,
equity markets played catch up with their US counterparts after having finished the previous
month unchanged. Japan saw similar trends as in the US and Europe. December was another
strong month for the Fund +7% versus the MSCI +2.78% driven by a confirmation of the reflation
trend that has accelerated since Trump's election victory. We began the month at the upper end
of our risk limits and retained that exposure through the month. In addition, we concentrated our
exposures on these underweight parts of the market geared to inflation normalisation, namely
Financials, Energy and Basic Materials which combined, represented approximately 75% of the
return generated in the month. We overlaid this sector positioning with a geographic allocation of
increased exposure to Europe, Japan on the back of weaker Yen but also to Russia given the
commodity exposure and extreme bearish positioning. Therefore, it is unsurprisingly that our
holdings in these three geographies represented the bulk of the returns. The Fund posted a loss
of -15.70% over the full year 2016 (performance for the P EUR share class).
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The JABCAP (LUX) European Credit Opportunities Fund began trading April 7 and returned
0.12% during the month (performance R EUR share class), at an interesting time for credit
markets. Spreads were in the midst of an aggressive tightening. reversing a trend that began in
July 2014 and accelerated at the start of this year. Spreads peaked in mid-February
approximately +400bps wider for European high yield and +550 bps wider for US high yield -
which was hurt by its much larger energy component. As in most other post-2008 periods of
stress, the eventual rebound was driven by the central banks. The ECB was particularly
aggressive, unveiling a corporate sector purchase programme (CSPP), under which it would buy
large amounts of investment grade corporate bonds. The US Federal Reserve, after a 25bp
December rate hike, also sought to calm markets with dovish statements, implying future hikes
were delayed. These actions helped spreads to tighten sharply: -200bps in Europe and -250bps
in the US, effectively retracing half the previous 20 months' widening in 2 months.

Taking a longer-term perspective, between mid-2014 and early 2016, spreads rose to levels not
seen outside periods of extreme market stress. Even after the more recent tightening, they
remained elevated. Given the fragility of the global economy post-2008 and in view of recent
stresses in commodities and emerging markets, as well as potential political stresses in
developed markets, the higher risk premium is probably warranted. In terms of specific macro
themes, we built long positions in high yielding, corporate and financial "hybrid" bonds. At the
other side of our barbell, we had added shorts in credit default swaps (CDS) linked to high yield
issuers. We had added several long, short and relative value positions where the individual credit
story, as opposed to macro forces, is the key driver.

May proved to be a fairly volatile one, with credit spreads and equity prices weak before a month-
end rebound. With a couple of exceptions, this pattern of regular volatility was one that was
frequently repeated over the last couple of years in European credit and equity markets. Over this
period, credit spreads moved significantly wider, while European equities were approximately
where they started, albeit underperforming their US counterparts.

For May, we noted that lower rated or subordinated parts of the capital structure were the most
volatile. We also noted, going further down the capital structure into equity, that the Euro Stoxx 50
Index produced a 1.2% return for the month but with high, 5.8%, monthly volatility. Our credit
selection focused on value and on capitalising on credit events (e.g. M&A, restructuring, capital
raising), exploiting the whole of the capital structure; and we looked to express our credit views
using a combination of long, short and relative value investments.

In the two days following the result of the Brexit, the Eurostoxx 50 Index fell 12% and the BAML
(Bank of America Merrill Lynch) European B-rated high yield bond index lost 2.3%. Since April
2014, the Eurostoxx 50 has dropped over 25% and the BAML B Index has seen yields rise over
2% (from 4% to 6%), both with significant inter-month volatility -the BAML index yield reached as
high as 8% in February.

With this backdrop in mind, our response was to employ our balance sheet cautiously, with a
small gross exposure, a balance of longs and shorts and with portfolio level tail hedges. This
resulted in the Fund underperforming high yield markets but with much lower volatility. Over the
Brexit, two-day, peak-to-trough, for example, we were flat (-2bps, estimated).we bought the
senior secured bonds vs buying a CDS linked to the subordinated, unsecured bonds, at the same
spread. In other words, we paid nothing to be long a bond that is significantly more credit-worthy
than our CDS short
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July was a strong month for risky assets, with most rebounding sharply from the post-Brexit
shock. As of the end of the month, the aggregate spread of the Bank of America Merrill Lynch B-
Rated Corporate Bond (BAML B) Index was just 23 basis points (bps) wider than its pre-vote
level, while the Euro Stoxx 50 Equity (SX5E) Index was just 1.5% lower. This short-term
perspective masked the longer term trend, however: the BAML B Index has widened +200 bps -a
price drop of almost 8%- since 2014, while European equities have been in decline since early
2015, with the SX5E 22% lower over that period. Against this backdrop, the Fund enjoyed a
relatively good performance gaining 64 bps.

August was a broadly positive month for financial assets, with the Fund registering a gain of
1.19%. Notably, it was also the first low volatility summer in three years, with equity, credit and
government bonds remaining within relatively tight ranges. For European High Yield issuers,
August was a heavy reporting month. On the whole, earnings were supportive, with few
disappointing surprises and most of these offset with more positive outlooks. A quick review
reveals only a handful of companies whose bonds traded lower and remained there post
earnings. As reflected by our positioning, we thought caution is warranted.

September was the first down month for risky asset prices since June. The Merrill Lynch
European B rated high yield bond index lost 35bps and the Euro Stoxx 50 Equity Index lost
around 1%. These returns reflected a strong rebound from intra-month lows, with high yield down
1.5% and equities 5% at one point. The main drivers of this volatility seemed to be higher interest
rates, lower oil prices and fears over the solvency of Deutsche Bank after it revealed that the US
Department of Justice (DoJ) was pursuing a potentially highly damaging US$14 billion fine. The
Fund also posted a small loss for the month (-38bp), albeit with significantly lower intra-month
volatility, thanks to a combination of shorts, cautious positioning and a credit selection favouring
event- and value-driven investments.

October had been overshadowed by the US election, but perhaps the most discussed post-
election trend in financial markets was one that was already firmly establishing itself in the build-
up to this event: the rise in government bond yields. For credit investors, a move in government
bond yields has a direct effect on the spread assigned to risky borrowers. For equities, there is a
similar effect on both risk premiums in projected returns and on the discount rate applied to cash
flows. In this environment, the Fund was almost flat posting a small gain of 20bp.

November was a mixed month for financial markets, as prices adjusted to the shift to "reflation"
expectations. The most notable effect of this was higher government bond yields -and lower
prices- but emerging markets also suffered, while equities with exposure to reflation -led by US
banks- surged. We had been buying lower rated bonds that we think offer very attractive yields
with the potential for capital appreciation. In addition, in view of the current volatility in
government bonds, we were targeting a short-duration portfolio, through aggregate credit
long/shorts plus a hedge using government bond futures. Against this backdrop, the Fund posted
a small loss of 17bp.

2016 ended strongly for the Fund and markets. Our focus had been on subordinated parts of the
capital structure and overlooked, lower quality bonds. To recap, amongst corporate issuers, while
investors had been aggressively buying higher-rated, BB issues -and more recently B-rated
bonds, they had shied away from reaching down to CCC ratings and stressed/distressed bonds.
This had seen these valued at close to all time high yields, on a relative basis, and, on an
absolute basis, at very compelling yields and low cash prices (BAML European CCC and Below
Index average 12.8% and €76.8 as at Dec 31). Amongst financial issuers, AT1 Cocos,
subordinated but on average BB-rated were trading at significant discounts to B non-financials
and at discounts to historical levels. In this environment, the Fund was up 2.56% bringing the
year to date performance to 4.01% (performance for the R EUR share class).
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The Fund ended January down 2.22% compared with the MSCI Emerging Markets Net Return
USD Index (M1EF) down 6.49%. We came into 2016 with relatively low exposure (22% net long
and 48% gross) due to our low confidence in a beginning-of the year rally following the change in
the Fed monetary policy. In the first week of the year the Index was down 6.8%, led by a heavy
sell-off in China. Concerns over China's continued capital flight (US$100bn outflows in
December) and the devaluation of the CNY reminded investors of the summer 2015 sell-off in
Chinese markets. After a 10% drop in both the Shanghai composite and crude oil (Brent) during
the first week of January, we decided to further cut our already defensive exposure. EMEA
markets continued their sell-off until January 21 to be down c. 13% MTD, compared with the Fund
down 2.7%, with most of our losses taking place in the first week of January. From that point and
until the end of the month the Index staged a c. 7.8% rally, driven by a 19% move in oil prices due
to positioning and talks of a coordinated production cut between OPEC and non-OPEC
producers. Given the volatility and dislocation of the market, we decided to maintain our
defensive positioning, thus limiting our participation in the last week of the month rally.

In February, the Fund ended down 1.03% compared with the MSCI Emerging Markets Net Return
USD index (M1EF) down 16bps. The index witnessed a sell off from the beginning of February till
February 12 (down c. 4%) before reversing and closing flat on the month. This was another
disappointing month by Fund standards as very high market volatility caused us to cut risk at an
inopportune time. In the past, this strategy has proven more than once to be the right one and
has protected capital. This time, however, this proved to be detrimental to performance given the
v-shaped index recovery. It's important to note that the current level of volatility (average 100
days) has not been seen in the index since 2012.

We decided to position the Fund between 25% and 40% net long and intend to hold on to our
positions without trading the short-term volatility created by the general lack of conviction in the
market, the reduced market-making capabilities of banks due to new regulations, and the
increased scale of systematic trading. Our decision for being long stemmed from the fact that 1)
the US Dollar strength abated in response to US macro data, 2) the expectation of no Fed rate
hike in the near-term, and 3) oil prices bottoming, which we think was supported by energy capex
cuts going forward.

Our main long exposure was to Russia followed by Turkey and we remained short of South
Africa. Russia's low valuation, light positioning and oil-and-gas-heavy index made it an attractive
play on the oil price recovery. On the other hand, the risk of a credit-rating downgrade remained
elevated for South Africa and valuations were still unattractive, making it our short of choice.

In March, the Fund ended down 2.85% with the MSCI EM Total Return index up 13.2%. We were
not proud of this exceptional underperformance but this was an exceptional quarter and the
reasons for this difference in performance is stated on the next lines. The first day of the year
started with the Chinese market going limit down (-9%). Even though we came in lightly
positioned, the magnitude of the move at the beginning of the year explained most of the negative
performance of the Fund. In the first three weeks of January, our Index dropped by 13.2%. As
credit was widening across the board (European financials, high yield, cocos, ..), we thought that
our fear of a credit event was materialising and we decided to raise cash very quickly and
neutralise the portfolio in order to preserve capital. In hindsight, it appeared we were overly
cautious and the sheer magnitude and speed of the rally didn't allow us to participate. Most of our
underperformance occurred during the month of March. Although we were not expecting a 2009-
like v-shaped recovery, we became more constructive on EM and had started deploying assets.
The main reasons for our constructive view were macro.
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The Fund ended April up 2.76% compared with the MSCI EM Total Return index up 0.54%. Our
long exposure to Russia, which averaged c.20-25% throughout the month, was the main
contributor to this month's performance. Also, during the month we saw the appointment of Mr.
Alexei Kudrin as deputy chair to the president's economic council, ushering the return of the
highly regarded former finance minister to the Kremlin. These positive developments combined
have the potential to become a "game-changer" for Russia, which remained under-owned and
attractively valued. Given the favourable risk-reward profile of Russia, it remained our equity
market of choice, where we saw the potential for further rerating despite the strong year-to-date
rally.

In March, the much anticipated Doha talks resulted in no agreement between the key oil
producing countries to freeze production. As we expected, the disappointing outcome had no
effect on the oil price. In fact, oil ended April with its biggest monthly gain in seven years. We
found this reaction to be very encouraging and supportive of our view that the bigger story in oil
was about the US capex and production cuts.

Throughout the month, we added exposure to our thematic healthcare and education basket
across EM. The demographics story of EM remains its main comparative advantage relative to
OM, in our view. The healthcare and education sectors, in particular, stand out as clear
beneficiaries of the growth of the EM middle class.

In May, the Fund was down 2% compared to the MSCI EM index down -3.7%. The performance
was largely attributable to our long Russia exposure, where Gazprom disappointed the market
with its decision not to pay 50% of IFRS net income in dividend. Also, our long position in Lukoil
was adversely impacted by the MSCI rebalancing, with the stock being down 6% on the last day
of May. Throughout May we kept our positioning fairly unchanged. Russia remained our preferred
long with US capex and production cuts lending support to our stable oil outlook. We also
continued to add to our thematic healthcare and education basket where we were constructive on
EM demographics and the growth of the middle class. Our funding short was Turkey as politics
continue to weigh on the financial markets. We expected to maintain a net long position between
40-45% and to add to our positioning on weakness.

The Fund ended the month of June up 52 bps. June proved to be another very "interesting"
month in terms of risk management and short-term volatility. It was of course marked by the
surprising Brexit vote. Even though polls were indicating a very close result, the market had
priced a clear victory of the remain camp. In fact, in the week leading to the referendum,
Eurostoxx rallied by 9% and the GBP by 6%. We positioned the Fund net long 55% going into the
vote. As results unfolded, the pound opened down 12% and Eurostoxx fell 9%. We decided to
keep all of our positions apart from a small exposure to Greek financials that we exited. The
volatility of the PnL was quite challenging but our decision was the right one and we were able to
recoup all losses.

Russian financials and energy equities were top contributors to the strategy's June performance.
Post the Brexit vote we reduced our funding short in Turkey. Although we remained very cautious
on the political landscape in Turkey, we thought that the hunt for yield would lift all EM boats,
including interest rate sensitive Turkish equities. As of June 30, the Fund was down -1.65% for
the year to date (performance for the R USD share class).
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The Fund ended July up 1.88% with Russian financials, basic resources and energy equities
being the top contributors to the Fund's performance. Despite the weakness in oil prices, Russian
equities, with their attractive dividend yield, benefited from the hunt for yield thus outperforming
oil. Despite cutting our Turkey exposure, our net exposure increased to c.61% at month end from
c.48% the previous month. Throughout July we continued to add to our high conviction long
Russian energy and financials positions. We liked Russia's relative valuation and attractive
dividend yield. The earnings season had also been assuring and we looked to add on any
weakness. The Fund's turnover remained low by historical standards.

In August, the Fund ended the month down 22bps while the MSCI Total Return Emerging
Markets Index was up c.5% during the first three weeks of the month, followed by a c.2.5%
correction to end the month up 2.5%. The turning point for the Index were the comments of
Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer regarding the strength of the economic data,
which ignited Fed rate hike fears ahead of the Jackson Hole symposium on August 26. At
Jackson Hole, chairwoman Janet Yellen mentioned that the case for an increase in US short-term
interest rates has strengthened in recent months, thus sparking further sell-off that only reversed
on September 2. Our long exposure to Russian commodity and financials names continued their
positive contribution to the Fund's performance, benefiting from a c.22% rebound in oil prices
from the lows at the beginning of August, as well as the continued hunt for yield, given Russian
equities attractive dividend yield. On the other hand, the Fund's performance was adversely
affected by the long exposure to the Middle East region, particularly Saudi healthcare stocks,
which took part in the broader Saudi market sell-off.

The Fund ended the month of September down 8 basis points. Like August, September was
another volatile month that started with a c.6% rally in the first week, followed by a c.5%
correction in the second week, only to recover in the second half of the month and end up c.2.9%.
The high volatility of September was due to market concerns regarding a rate hike at the
September 21 Fed meeting. Nonetheless, the no-rate-hike relief was short-lived and was followed
by a slow drift lower till the end month-end. The performance of emerging markets in September
brought to the forefront the strong inverse correlation (-86%) between the US Dollar and EM
assets. Additionally, this correlation was asserted indirectly, courtesy of the US Dollar being the
main currency for pricing major commodities. In fact, a large part of this year's EM equities'
performance was attributable to the recovery in EM currencies relative to the US Dollar.

The Fund ended October down 127bps. This was yet another volatile month with Brent crude
hitting a high for the year of US$53.14/bbl, and subsequently staging a c.9.1% sell-off into month-
end. This negatively impacted the Fund's performance due to our 27% exposure to Russia.
Elsewhere, stock-picking in the Turkish market was a source of positive performance. Our long
exposure to Brazil was also a positive contributor to the Fund's performance, benefiting both from
a cut in the Selic interest rate by 25bps to 14.00%, and initial signs of progress on the new
government's reform agenda.

In November, the Fund gained 1.15%. The MSCI EM index fell almost 5% over the same period,
underperforming Developed Markets by c6%. The surprise election of Donald Trump caused 10-
year bond yields to rise from 1.85% to 2.38%, and volatility to spike. This drove EM risk premiums
higher, and triggered outflows of cUS$9.7bn from EM bond funds. Moreover, the US Dollar (DXY)
rose c3% since the election, and proved to be a material headwind to EM FX, which fell c2%. The
Fund came into the month well positioned for these moves, and the key source of positive
performance was our long exposure to Russia that benefited mainly from hopes of potentially
better political relations with the US, and expectations of an OPEC agreement. An additional
positive contributor to the Fund's performance came at month-end via our exposure to the
Energy sector that benefited from our long-held view that the November 30 OPEC meeting in
Vienna would deliver a tangible result. The Fund also benefited from short exposure to Turkey.
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The Fund ended the month of December up 4.8% compared to the MSCI EM Total Return Index
(M1EF), which was flat 0.22%. The December performance was attributable mainly to our long
held exposure in Russian energy and financials. The Russia rally in December was triggered by
the combination of the OPEC deal to cut output, expectations of normalised relationships with the
US post Mr. Trump's election victory, and a significant FDI (foreign direct investment) event in the
energy sector, which contributed to Ruble being one of the best-performing currencies globally in
2016. The Fund posted a gain of +4.49% over the full year 2016 (class R USD).

Director
Luxembourg, March 30, 2017
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Independent Auditor's Report

To the Shareholders of
JAB CAP (LUX)
Carre Bonn
20, rue de la Poste
L-2346 Luxembourg

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of JABCAP (LUX) (the "SICAV") and of each of its
sub-funds, which comprise the statement of net assets and the schedule of investments as at
31 December 2016 and the statement of operations and changes in net assets for the year then ended, and
a summary of significant accounting pOlicies and other explanatory notes to the financial statements.

Responsibility of the Board of Directors of the SICA V for the financial statements

The Board of Directors of the SICAV is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation and
presentation of the financial statements and for such internal control as the Board of Directors of the SICAV
determines is necessary to enable the preparation and presentation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Responsibility of the "reviseur d'entreprises agree"

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted
our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing as adopted for Luxembourg by the
"Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier". Those standards require that we comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the judgement of the "reviseur d'entreprises
agree", including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the "reviseur d'entreprises agree" considers internal
control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the Circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors of
the SICAV, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit.
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Building a better
working world

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of JABCAP (LUX)
and of each of its sub-funds as of 31 December 2016, and of the results of their operations and changes in
their net assets for the year then ended in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements
relating to the preparation and presentation of the financial statements.

Other matter

Supplementary information included in the annual report has been reviewed in the context of our mandate
but has not been subject to specific audit procedures carried out in accordance with the standards described
above. Consequently, we express no opinion on such information. However, we have no observation to
make concerning such information in the context of the financial statements taken as a whole.

Ernst & Young
Societe anonyme

Cabinet de revision agree

Michael Ferguson

Luxembourg, 31 March 2017
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/
nominal
value Currency Security description

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING

SHARES AND WARRANTS
Canada

16,805 CAD Detour Gold

Japan
45,703 JPY Toppan Printing

United States of America
505,950 USD Bank of America Warrants 28.10.18
40,000 USD Boston Private Financial Holdings Warrants

21.11.18
124,911 USD TCF Financial Warrants 14.11.18
30,601 USD Washington Federal Warrants 14.11.18

Total Shares and Warrants

BONDS
Australia

600,000 USD Valin Mining - 0.000% - 15.11.21

China
800,000 EUR China Yangtze Power - 0.000% - 09.11.21
5,000 USD SoftBank - 5.750% - 01.06.19

France
10,260 EUR Neopost - 3.375% - 16.06.22
300,000 EUR Orpar - 0.000% - 15.07.19
400,000 EUR Rallye - 5.250% - 01.02.22

Germany
300,000 EUR Aurubis - 2.000% - 11.08.17
400,000 EUR Bayer Capital - 5.625% - 22.11.19
300,000 EUR Klockner - 2.000% - 08.09.23
500,000 EUR SGL Carbon - 3.500% - 30.09.20

Hong Kong
3,000,000 CNY Kunlun Energy - 1.625% - 25.07.19

Italy
1,300,000 EUR Aabar UCG - 1.000% - 27.03.22

25

Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

217,466 0.62 %

414,648 1.18 %

461,835 1.31 %

397,452 1.13 %
415,697 1.18 %
501,045 1.42 %

1.776,029 5.04 %

2,408,143 6.84 %

571,218 1.62 %

820,728 2.33 %
519,516 1.48 %

1,340,244 3.81 %

523,568 1.49 %
318,150 0.91 %
402,200 1.14 %

1,243,918 3.54 %

363,750 1.03 %
437,500 1.24 %
316,800 0.90 %
476,360 1.36 %

1,594,410 4.53 %

405,494 1.15 %

1,004,250 2.86 %



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/
nominal
value Currency Security description

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING (CONTINUED)

BONDS (CONTINUED)
Japan

20.000,000 JPY Advantest - 0.000% - 14.03.19
25,000,000 JPY Aeon Credit Service - 10.000% - 13.09.19
10.000,000 JPY Nagoya Railroad - 0.000% - 03.10.23
30,000,000 JPY Yamada Denki - 0.000% - 28.06.19
300,000 USD Yamaguchi Financial Group - 0.000% -

20.12.18

Netherlands
500,000 EUR BE Semiconductor Industries - 2.500% -

02.12.23
600,000 EUR Fugro - 4.000% - 26.10.21
600,000 EUR Salzgitler - 0.000% - 05.06.22

Philippines
500,000 USD AYC Finance - 0.500% - 02.05.19

Portugal
200.000 EUR Espirito Santo Financial Group - 3.125% -

02.12.18

Russia
400,000 USD Severstal- 0.500% - 29.04.21

Singapore
1,250.000 SGD Capitaland - 2.800% - 08.06.25

Taiwan
750,000 USD TPK Holdings - 0.000% - 08.04.20
300,000 USD Zhen Ding Technology Holding - 0.000% -

26.06.19

United Kingdom
1,200,000 USD Sequa Petroleum - 5.000% - 29.04.20

Total Bonds

Total Transferable Securities and Money Market Instruments Admitted to
Official Exchange Listing
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Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

210,029 0.60 %
219,703 0.63 %
120.142 0.34 %
300,349 0.85 %

321,622 0.91 %
1,171,845 3.33 %

497,000 1.41 %
612,000 1.74 %
581,220 1.65 %

1.690,220 4.80 %

484,302 1.38 %

4.000 0.01 %

486,355 1.39 %

796,859 2.27 %

668,539 1.90 %

285,920 0.81 %
954,459 2.71 %

285,252 0.81 %

12,032,826 34.21 %

14,440,969 41.05 %



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/
nominal
value Currency Security description

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES DEALT IN ON ANOTHER REGULATED
MARKET

BONDS
China

850,000 USD Ctrip.com - 1.250% - 15.09.22

Isle of Man
500,000 GBP Enterprise Funding Limited - 3.500% -

10.09.20

Japan
180,000,000 JPY Nippon Light Metal Holdings - 0.000% -

10.12.18
50,000,000 JPY Senko - 0.000% -15.10.18

Poland
5 EUR Unicredit - 0.000% - 15.12.19

United Kingdom
200,000 USD Tullow Oil- 6.625% -12.07.21

United States of America
250,000 USD Acorda Therapeutics - 1.750% - 15.06.21
250,000 USD Aerojet Rocketdyne - 2.250% - 15.12.23
250,000 USD Chesapeake Energy - 5.500% - 15.09.26
400,000 USD Cypress Semiconductor - 4.500% - 15.01.22
400,000 USD Dish Network - 3.375% - 15.08.26
900,000 USD Ensco pic - 3.000% - 31.01.24
150,000 USD Finisar - 0.500% - 15.12.36
400,000 USD Global Eagle Entertainment - 2.750% -

15.02.35
200,000 USD Horizon Pharma Investment - 2.500% -

15.03.22
600,000 USD Intercept Pharmaceuticals - 3.250% - 01,07.23
300,000 USD Stillwater Mining - 1.750% - 15.10.32
900,000 USD Sunpower - 4.000% - 15.01.23
700,000 USD Zillow Group - 2.000% - 01.12.21

Total Bonds

Total Transferable Securities Dealt In On Another Regulated Market

Total Investments in Securities

Other Assets Less Liabilities

Total Net Assets
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Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

779,928 2.21%

570,829 1.62%

1,821,850 5.18%
512,980 1.46%

2,334,830 6.64%

1,230,390 3.50%

252,258 0.72%

180,066 0.51%
233,253 0.66%
258,957 0.74%
427,403 1.21%
432,635 1.23%
877,151 2.49%
143,339 0.41%

284,302 0.81%

181,493 0.52%
514,168 1.46%
362,627 1.03%
605,448 1.72%
685,557 1.95%

5,186,399 14.74%

10,354,634 29.43%

10,354,634 29,43%

24,795,603 70.48%

10,387,518 29.52%

35,183,121 100.00%



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Open forward foreign exchange contracts (Please refer to Note 3(f))*

Settlement
date Currency

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 EUR
Jan 31,2017 EUR
Jan 31, 2017 EUR

Total Unrealised Gains

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan 31,2017 EUR
Jan 31,2017 EUR

SHARE CLASS HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 CHF
Jan 31, 2017 GBP
Jan 31,2017 USD

Total Unrealised Losses

Amount
purchased Currency

Amount
sold

9,546,769
793,787

9,116,291

JPY 1,173,689,873
SGD 1,205,000
USD 9,538,000

310,125 CAD 440,000
608,696 GBP 520,000

379,731 EUR 354,935
8,124 EUR 9,626

18,554,122 EUR 17,742,271

Total Open Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts

• Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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Counterparty

CBN
CBN
CBN

Unrealised
gain/(Ioss)

EUR

UBS
UBS
UBS

4,422
3,177

61,497

69,096

UBS
UBS

(824)
(1,008)
(1,832)

(383)
(101)

(127,934)
(128,418)

(130,250)

(61,154)



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31,2016

Open purchased options contracts at market value (Please refer to Note 3(h))*

Market
Expiration Number of value
date contracts Purchased option description Currency Counterparty EUR

Feb 10, 2017 60,000,000 Onoken, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mizuho 13,704
Feb 10, 2017 45,000,000 Onoken, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mizuho 10,278
Mar 17,2017 675 Telecom Italia, Call Option, Strike EUR UBS 12,555

Price 1
Apr 10, 2017 500,000 Wismar, Call Option (Ascot) USD J.P. Morgan
Apr 21,2017 20,000,000 Senshukai, Call Option (Ascot) JPY DAIWA Capital

Markets Europe Ltd.
Jun 16,2017 31 Iliumina, Call Option, Strike Price 150 USD Morgan Stanley 23,286
Oct 6, 2017 60,000,000 Aderans, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Nomura Holdings 1,563
Oct 31, 2017 500,000 Siliconware Precision Industries, Call USD J.P. Morgan 17,900

Option (Ascot)
Nov 2, 2017 110,000,000 SBI Holdings, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mitsubishi 106,239
Dec 1,2017 70,000,000 ResortTrust, Call Option (Ascot) JPY DAIWA Capital 29,618

Markets Europe Ltd.
Dec 12,2017 40,000,000 Kyodo Printing, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mizuho 12,008
Dec 17, 2017 800,000 China Petrochemical Development, Call USD Barclays 36,896

Option (Ascot)
Mar 14,2018 60,000,000 Kureha, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mizuho 58,672
Mar 17, 2018 600,000 Advanced Semiconductor Engineering, USD Citibank

Call Option (Ascot)
Mar 19, 2018 100,000,000 Makino Milling Machine, Call Option JPY Nomura Holdings 159,159

(Ascot)
Mar 23,2018 150,000,000 Chugoku Electric Power Company Call JPY Mizuho 21,160

Option (Ascot)
Mar 23,2018 100,000,000 Chugoko Electric Power Company, Call JPY Mizuho 16,107

Option (Ascot)
Apr 24, 2018 40,000,000 Nippon Ceramic, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Deutsche Bank 70,703
Apr 26,2018 130,000,000 Park 24, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Mizuho 269,315
May 7, 2018 100,000,000 Stamina Foods, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Deutsche Bank 197,946
May 18, 2018 600,000 United Microelectronics, Call Option USD HSBC

(Ascot)
Jun 5, 2018 100,000,000 Sankyo, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Deutsche Bank 31,508
JU17,2018 100,000,000 U-Shin, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Deutsche Bank 64,800
Ju125,2018 200,000 Bank of Iwate, Call Option (Ascot) USD Deutsche Bank 6,054
Ju125,2018 400,000 Bank of Iwate, Call Option (Ascot) USD Merrill Lynch & Co. 11,813
Ju126,2018 40,000,000 Paramount Bed Holdings, Call Option JPY Merrill Lynch & Co. 66,502

(Ascot)
Ju126,2018 50,000,000 Paramount Bed Holdings, Call Option JPY Mizuho 83,445

(Ascot)
Aug 2, 2018 30,000,000 Nikkiso, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Nomura Holdings 6,855
Aug 24, 2018 50,000,000 Sumitomo Forestry, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Nomura Holdings 23,027
Sep 5,2018 600,000 Advanced Semiconductor Engineering, USD Citibank 99,002

Call Option (Ascot)
Sep 13,2018 25,000,000 Maeda Corporation, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Merrill Lynch & Co. 64,360
Oct 3, 2018 80,000,000 Nagoya Railroad, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Deutsche Bank 315,038
Dec 3, 2018 240,000,000 Tohoku Electric Power, Call Option JPY Mizuho 54,845

(Ascot)
Dec 6, 2018 40,000,000 Musashi Seimitsu Industry, Call Option JPY Mizuho 32,494

(Ascot)
Dec 6, 2018 50,000,000 Musashi Seimitsu Industry, Call Option JPY Nomura Holdings 39,834

(Ascot)
Dec11,2018 200,000,000 Takashimaya, Call Option (Ascot) JPY DAIWA Capital 34,733

Markets Europe Ltd.
Dec 11, 2018 100,000,000 Takashimaya, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Nomura Holdings 14,210
Dec 12, 2018 80,000,000 Teijin, Call Option (Ascot) JPY DAIWA Capital 151,891

Markets Europe Ltd.
Dec 12, 2018 70,000,000 Teijin, Call Option (Ascot) JPY DAIWA Capital 132,352

Markets Europe Ltd.
Dec 12,2018 70,000,000 Teijin, Call Option (Ascot) JPY Nomura Holdings 133,458
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Open purchased options contracts at market value (Please refer to Note 3(h))' (Continued)

Market
Expiration Number of value
date contracts Purchased option description Currency Counterparty EUR

Dec 20, 2018 500,000 Yamaguchi Financial, Call Option USD DAIWA Capital 82,015
(Ascot) Markets Europe Ltd.

Dec 20, 2018 200,000 Yamaguchi Financial, Call Option USD DAIWA Capital 32,806
(Ascot) Markets Europe Ltd.

Dec 28, 2018 60,000,000 Press Kyogo, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 38,335
Jan 25, 2019 60,000,000 Taiyo Vuden, Call Option (Ascot) JPV DAIWA Capital 34,711

Markets Europe Ltd.
Feb 5, 2019 750,000 China Railway Construction, Call Option USD J.P. Morgan 65,145

(Ascot)
Mar 1,2019 20,000,000 Asics Corporation, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Nomura Holdings 21,122
Mar 13, 2019 90,000,000 GS Vuasa Corporation, Call Option JPV Deutsche Bank 12,630

(Ascot)
Mar 13, 2019 50,000,000 GS Vuasa Corporation, Call Option JPV Mizuho 6,571

(Ascot)
Mar 13, 2019 80,000,000 GS Vuasa Corporation, Call Option JPV Mizuho 9,799

(Ascot)
Mar 14, 2019 100,000,000 Advantest Corporation, Call Option JPV Mizuho 255,493

(Ascot)
Mar 29, 2019 40,000,000 Hazama Ando Corporation, Call Option JPV Mizuho 82,259

(Ascot)
Mar 29,2019 60,000,000 Hazama Ando Corporation, Call Option JPV Nomura Holdings 123,388

(Ascot)
Jun 26, 2019 1,000,000 Zhen Ding Technology Holding. Call USD Merrill Lynch & Co. 10,717

Option (Ascot)
Jun 28,2019 100,000,000 Yamada Denki, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 197,837
Ju123.2019 100,000,000 Casio Computer, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 60.155
Sep 13,2019 75,000,000 Aeon Financial Service, Call Option JPV Mizuho 58,077

(Ascot)
Oct 3,2019 50,000,000 Edion, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Nomura Holdings 108,860
Dec 18, 2019 800,000 Oita Bank, Call Option (Ascot) USD Nomura Holdings 88,280
Mar 4, 2020 120,000,000 Lixil Toyo Sash Shoji, Call Option JPV Mizuho 43,254

(Ascot)
Mar 19, 2020 50,000,000 Riken, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 80,376
Apr30,2020 100,000,000 Nifco, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Credit Suisse 184,845
Jun 5, 2020 200,000,000 T&D Holdings, Call Option (Ascot) JPV DAIWA Capital 79,795

Markets Europe Ltd.
Jun 18,2020 130,000,000 IIDA Group Holdings. Call Option JPV DAIWA Capital 131,020

(Ascot) Markets Europe Ltd.
Jun 18,2020 170,000,000 IIDA Group Holdings, Call Option JPV Mizuho 171,334

(Ascot)
Aug 3, 2020 140,000,000 Mitsumi ElectriC, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 47,775
Sep 25, 2020 190,000,000 Unicharm, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 328,753
Oct 16, 2020 170,000,000 Shimizu, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 161,324
Oct 22, 2020 100,000,000 Iwatani, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 59,976
Oct 22,2020 60,000,000 Iwatani, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Nomura Holdings 41,551
Dec 22, 2020 70,000,000 Trans Cosmos, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 22,610
Mar 8,2021 60,000,000 Nissha Printing, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 154.350
Mar 31, 2021 60,000,000 Suzuki, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Mizuho 108,516
Aug 31,2021 110,000,000 Toray Industries, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Nomura Holdings 241,986
Sep 30, 2022 140,000,000 Sony, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 114,299
Sep 30, 2022 130,000,000 Sony, Call Option (Ascot) JPV Deutsche Bank 106,135

Total Assets 5,789,429

Total Open Purchased Options Contracts 5,789,429

* Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure,
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3U))'

UNREALISED GAINS

DEUTSCHE BANK

Euro

Swedish Krona

United States Dollar

UBS

Hong Kong Dollar

Japanese Yen

United States Dollar

Total Unrealised Gains

Security description

Adler Real Estate 2.500% 19.07.21
Azimut Holding 2.125% 25.11.20
Eni 0.000% 13.04.22
Koninklijke BAM Groep 3.500% 13.06.21
NH Hotel Group 4.000% 08.11.18
NV Bekaert 0.000% 09.06.21
RAG-Stiftung 0.000% 18.02.21
Remy Cointreau 0.125% 07.09.26
Safran 0.000% 31.12.20
Suez Environment 0.000% 27.02.20

Recipharm 2.750% 06.10.21

Acorda Therapeutics 1.750% 15.06.21
Brenntag Finance 1.875% 02.12.22
Cemex 3.720% 15.03.20
Detour Gold 5.500% 30.11.17
Horizon Pharma Investment 2.500% 15.03.22
Liberty Media 2.250% 30.09.46
Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy 0.000%
16.02.21
Qiagen 0.375% 19.03.19
Restoration Hardware 0.000% 15.06.19
Total 0.500% 02.12.22
Valeo 0.000% 16.06.21
WebMD Health 2.625% 15.16.23
Wright Medical 2.000% 15.02.20

Kunlun Energy

Park 24

Advanced Semiconductor Engineering

, Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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Holdings

35,732
900,000
500,000
400,000
400.000
500.000
500.000

2,800
5,200

32,000

4.000,000

600,000
250,000
400,000
320,000
600.000
700.000

2,900
400,000
400,000
400,000
800,000

1.000,000
450,000

(50,000)

(16,000)

(370,000)

Unrealised
gain
EUR

6,916
7,436
3,886
5.883
2,446
1,000
4,400
2,060
3.900
7,840

7,448

765
1,193
2,892
2,739
2.182

624

4,632
3,048

311
961

2,948
4,324

967
80,801

74

12,680

77.329
90.083

170,884



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Convertible Bonds
As at December 31, 2016

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3(j)}' (Continued)

Security description

UNREALISED LOSSES

DEUTSCHE BANK

Euro Airbus Group 0.000% 14.06.21
Casino Guichard-Perrachon
Nexity 0.125% 01.01.23
Ubisoft Entertainment 0.000% 27.09.21

Akamai Technologies 0.000% 15.02.19
Inphi 0.750% 01.09.21
lonis Pharmaceuticals 1.000% 15.11.21
Liberty Interactive 1.750% 30.09.46
Micron Technology 3.000% 15.11.43

United States Dollar

UBS

Hong Kong Dollar China Construction Bank

Japanese Yen Advantest Corporation
Edion
Hazama
IIDA Group Holdings
Japan Tobacco
Musashi Seimitsu Industry
Nagoya Railroad
Nifco
Nippon Ceramic
Nippon Light Metal Holdings
Nissha Printing
Oita Bank
Riken Technos
S Foods
Senko
Teijin Ltd
Unicharm
Yamada Denki

United States Dollar lonis Pharmaceuticals
TCF Financial
Washington Federal

Total Unrealised Losses

Total Outstanding Contracts For Difference

, Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure
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Holdings

500,000
(4,000)
11,376
5,616

200,000
500.000
450,000
500,000
300,000

(1,200,000)

(50,000)
(40,000)
(14,000)
(16,400)
33,000
(6,000)

(116,000)
(11,000)

(3,200)
(367,600)

(22,000)
(16,000)
(12,000)
(15,000)

2,000
(11,000)
(28,000)
(62,000)

(2,085)
(5,841)
(5,950)

Unrealised
loss
EUR

(875)
(3,353)
(3,074)
(1,543)

(917)
(3,556)

(10,970)
(2,895)
(8,334)

(35,517)

(63,197)

(164,812)
(48,024)

(4,662)
(32,323)

(4,178)
(35,606)
(29,219)
(51,731)

(2,077)
(53,336)
(16,585)

(8,292)
(2,928)

(28,918)
(70)

(38,398)
(13,092)
(42,127)

(8,111)
(30,425)
(44,781)

(722,892)

(758,409)

(587,525)



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments
Global Balanced
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/ Market
nominal value Percentage
value Currency Security description EUR of net assets

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING

SHARES AND WARRANTS
Cambodia

481,120 HKD NagaCorp 264,245 0.59 %

Canada
39,270 CAD Detour Gold 508,176 1.13 %
36,878 CAD Osisko Mining 63,664 0.14 %
66,686 CAD Yamana Gold 177,875 0.39 %

749,715 1.66 %
China

6,200 USD Alibaba Group Holding 517,659 1.15 %
282,300 HKD China Petroleum & Chemical 190,349 0.42 %
1,309,000 HKD Industrial & Commercial Bank of China 746,223 1.66 %
336,250 HKD PICC Property & Casualty Company 497,972 1.10 %

1,952,203 4.33 %
Hong Kong

211,711 HKD Haier Electronics Group 316,650 0.70 %

Japan
12,310 JPY Chugai Pharmaceutical 335,754 0.74 %
76,699 JPY Dai-ichi Life Insurance 1,213,398 2.69 %
21,384 JPY Fuji Heavy Industries 829,583 1.84 %
47,249 JPY Haseko 456,715 1.01 %
119,090 JPY Hitachi 611,875 1.36 %
36,450 JPY Ichiyoshi Securities 265,804 0.59 %
107,090 JPY Kabu.com 349,982 0.78 %
356,501 JPY Kawasaki Heavy Industries 1,063,647 2.36 %
102,720 JPY Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group 601,421 1.34 %
40,579 JPY Miura 585,889 1.30 %
542,925 JPY Mizuho Financial Group 926,011 2.06 %
265,812 JPY Nomura Holdings 1,489,113 3.30 %
14,268 JPY Rohm 780,637 1.73 %
76,572 JPY Shiga Bank 395,911 0.88 %
276,437 JPY Shinsei Bank 440,477 0.98 %
34,520 JPY Tokyu 241.065 0.53 %
29,708 JPY Toshiba 68,373 0.15 %
85,164 JPY Toshiba Plant Systems & Services 1,066,222 2.36 %
9,102 JPY Trend Micro 307,453 0.68 %

12,029,330 26.68 %
Poland

27,192 PLN Bank Pekao 776,776 1.72 %

Russia
30.947 USD Mining & Metallurgical Company Norilsk Nickel

JSC 494,057 1.09 %
5,731 USD Novatek OAO 707,316 1.57 %
274.890 USD Rosneft Oil 1.698.950 3.77 %
73.020 USD Sberbank of Russia 803.657 1.78 %

3,703.980 8.21 %
United Kingdom

121.426 HKD HSBC 926,674 2.06 %
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31,2016

Quantity/
nominal
value Currency Security description

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING (CONTINUED)

SHARES AND WARRANTS (CONTINUED)
United States of America
Alphabet
Anadarko Petroleum
Bank of America Warrants 16.01.19
Buffalo Wild Wings
Century Aluminium
Chesapeake Energy
ConocoPhillips
Coty
Cypress Semiconductor
Dollar General
Eaton
FireEye
IBM
ITT

600
3,777
104,830
1,242
53,295
13,080
12,400
54,068
36,624
1,784
2,169
48,385
5,100
12,252
12,560
6,780
21,500
13,099
16,600
33,634
18,380
10,307
62,594
9,731
35,420
3,723
14,577
19,960

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
CAD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

BONDS

Total Shares and Warrants

40,000

Total Bonds

USD

JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Marriott International
Morgan Stanley
Newfield Exploration
Progressive
Southwestern Energy
SPDR S&P Metals & Mining ETF
Steel Dynamics
Tahoe Resources
The Mosaic
Twitter
United Rentals
Viacorn
Wright Medical Group

United States of America
Navistar International - 8.250% - 01.11.21

Total Transferable Securities and Money Market Instruments Admitted to
Official Exchange Listing

Total Investments in Securities

Total Net Assets

Other Assets Less Liabilities

34

Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

440,327 0.98 %
250,423 0.56 %
991,783 2.20 %
182.338 0040 %
433.779 0.96 %

87,308 0.19 %
591,172 1.31 %
941,319 2.09 %
398,382 0.88 %
125,645 0.28 %
138,365 0.31 %
547,477 1.21 %
804,934 1.79 %
449,329 1.00 %

1,030,524 2.29 %
533,014 1.18 %
863,721 1.92 %
504,430 1.12 %
560,331 1.24 %
346,030 0.77 %
531,459 1.18 %
348,696 0.77 %
560,225 1.24 %
271,380 0.60 %
548,965 1.22 %
373,751 0.83 %
486,501 1.07 %
436,133 0.97 %

13,777,741 30.56 %

34,497,314 76.51 %

38,584 0.08 %

38,584 0.08 %

34,535,898 76.59 %

34,535,898 76.59 %

10,554,738 23.41 %

45,090,636 100.00 %



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31,2016

Open forward foreign exchange contracts (Please refer to Note 3(f)*

Settlement
date Currency

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan 27, 2017 EUR
Jan31,2017 EUR
Jan31,2017 EUR
Jan31,2017 EUR

Total Unrealised Gains

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan31,2017 EUR
Jan 31,2017 EUR
Jan 31, 2017 EUR
Jan 31, 2017 EUR

SHARE CLASS HEDGING
Jan31,2017 CHF
Jan 31,2017 GBP
Jan 31,2017 USD

Total Unrealised Losses

Amount
purchased Currency

3,451,470
281,695

12,158.614
19,069.540

1,443,068
44,373

280,937
751.370

7,767.740
334,103

26,808.140

Amount
sold

HKD 28.000,000
AUD 410,000
JPY 1,493.674,794
USD 19.950,000

CAD
DKK
GBP
PLN

EUR
EUR
EUR

Total Open Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts

, Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.

2.047,000
330.000
240.000

3.320.000

7.260,513
395,908

25.635,047
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Counterparty

UBS
UBS
UBS
UBS

UBS
UBS
UBS
UBS

CBN
CBN
CBN

Unrealised
gain/(/oss)

EUR

22,900
1,330

14,721
130,232

169,183

(3,547)
(33)

(465)
(975)

(5.020)

(7,840)
(4,170)

(184,767)
(196,777)

(201,797)

(32,614)



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31,2016

Open futures contracts (Please refer to Note 3(g))*

Notional
Expiration Number of value
date contracts Future description Currency Counterparty EUR

Mar 2017 (44) 10 Year US Treasury Note USD Morgan Stanley (5,097,514)
E-Mini Nasdaq 100 Index

Mar 2017 (17) Future USD Morgan Stanley (1,603,512)
E-Mini S&P 500 Index

Mar 2017 (30) Future USD Morgan Stanley (3,223,304 )

Unreafised
gain/(Ioss)

EUR

7,981

19,479

34,219

Total Unrealised Gains 61,679

Jan 2017
Mar 2017
Mar 2017

(19) Hang-Seng Index Future
(10) DAX Index Future
13 Nikkei 225 Index Future

HKD
EUR
JPY

UBS
UBS
UBS

(1,083,892) (22,882)
(2,842,763) (23,488)

2,035,903 (8_2_4)

(47,194)Total Unrealised Losses

Total Open Futures Contracts 14,485

Open purchased options contracts at market value (Please refer to Note 3(h))*

Market
Expiration Number of value
date contracts Purchased option description Currency Counterparty EUR

Jan 20, 2017 1,851 Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, Call EUR UBS 22,212
Option, Strike Price 6.5

Jan 20, 2017 366 Euro Stoxx Banks, Call Option, Strike EUR UBS 154,635
Price 110

Jan 20, 2017 103 Stoxx Europe 600 Insurance, Call EUR UBS 100,425
Option, Strike Price 250

Feb 17, 2017 2,468 Banco Santander Central Hispano, Call EUR UBS 49,360
Option, Strike Price 5

Feb 17, 2017 185 Stoxx Europe 600 Telecom, Call Option, EUR UBS 72,150
Strike Price 290

Mar 17, 2017 1,215 Carrefour, Call Option, Strike Price 25 EUR UBS 37,665
Mar 17, 2017 262 GEA Group, Call Option, Strike Price 44 EUR UBS 7,598

Total Assets 444,045

Total Open Purchased Options Contracts 444,045

• Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31,2016

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3(j))'

Unrealised
gain

Security description Holdings EUR

UNREALISED GAINS

DEUTSCHE BANK

Euro Altice 7.250% 15.05.22 250,000 922
CMA CGM 7.750% 15.01.21 350,000 2,562
Dassault Aviation 393 5,387
Ineos Group Holdings 5.375% 01.08.24 700,000 3,217
L'Oreal 5,183 46,508
Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy 4,526 102,005
Orange 37,415 36,549
Safran 13,800 73,057
SFR Group 26,180 52,283
Total 12,190 42,132
Trafigura Funding 5.250% 29.11.18 700,000 7,277

United States Dollar Dell 5.450% 15.06.23 740,000 963
Detour Gold 5.500% 30.11.17 604,000 5,170
Navistar International 8.250% 01.11.21 460,000 5,140
RBS 8.000% 29.12.49 800,000 8,296
Revlon Consumer Products 6.250% 01.08.24 600,000 7,101
Societe Generale 8.000% 29.09.49 200,000 1,416
UBS 7.125% 29.12.49 400,000 443
Barclays 7.875% 29.12.49 200,000 684

401,112

MORGAN STANLEY

Australian Dollar Boral 65,150 11,609
Oil Search Ltd. 80,Q15 313
QBE Insurance Group 98,880 113,062

Euro DJ Stoxx Europe 600 Basic Resources 2,241 88,746
213,730

UBS

Euro ABN Amro 25,610 18,477
Aurubis 6,190 19,575
Daimler 10,827 81,241
Deutsche Telekom 48,880 81,853
GALP Energia 52,933 100,034
MorphoSys 9,794 39,761
ProSiebenSat1 Media 23,154 60,670
Royal Dutch Shell Group pic 31,940 92,209
Salzgitter 10,038 29,849
Thyssenkrupp 29,175 28,420

Hong Kong Dollar Galaxy Entertainment Group (238,500) 12,787
Tencent 26,200 19,604

Japanese Yen Honda Motor 21,199 32.429
Kao 11.209 27,986
Seibu 28,208 67,321
Softbank 17,276 113,476
Toyota Motor 19,806 15,126
Yahoo Japan 196,650 14,583
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31, 2016

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3(j))* (Continued)

Security description

UNREALISED GAINS (CONTINUED)

UBS (CONTINUED)

United States Dollar Gazprom PJSC
Sberbank of Russia PJSC

Total Unrealised Gains

UNREALISED LOSSES

DEUTSCHE BANK

Euro Suez Environment
Veolia Environment

United States Dollar Credit Agricole SA Obligation 7.875%
29.01.49
SFR Group 7.375% 01.05.26
UBS 7.000% 19.02.25

MORGAN STANLEY

Australian Dollar Santos

UBS

British Pounds Amec Foster Wheeler
Diageo
TullowOil
Vodafone Group

AP Moeller - Maersk A-SDanish Krone

Euro ESTX Banks Index
Evonik Industries
Fugro

Japan Tobacco
NTN Corp

Japanese Yen

Total Unrealised Losses

Total Outstanding Contracts For Difference

• Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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Holdings

Unrealised
gain/(Ioss)

EUR

157,900
8,150

12,826
6,928

875,155

1,489,997

25,920 (93)
42,518 (122,345)

970,000 (181)
635,000 (2,011)
600,000 (548)

(125,178)

515,200 (9,783)

112,480 (102,362)
37,301 (42,366)

161,000 (15,343)
120,340 (211)

589 (6,340)

(10,432) (6,959)
41,446 (55,729)
23,151 (447)

35,266 (4,465)
214,995 (35,062)

(269,284)

1404,245!

1,085,752



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Global Balanced
As at December 31, 2016

Outstanding total return swaps (Please refer to Note 3(i))*

Counterparty
Morgan Stanley

Description
Receive performance on basket of
securities Pay EURO EONIA
AVERAGE +45bps

Total Outstanding Total Return Swaps

Notional Maturity
amount date

33,514,645 29/09/2017

The asset, sector and geographical breakdown of the underlying basket securities is as follows:

ASSET CLASS BREAKDOWN
Equities
Options
Cash and other

Total

SECTOR BREAKDOWN
Financials
Consumer Discretionary
Energy
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Telecommunication Services
Health Care
Other

Total

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN
Eurozone
China
Cayman Islands
United Kingdom
Bermuda
Italy
Russia
Canada
Sweden
Malaysia
Singapore
Switzerland
Norway
Japan
United States of America
Hong Kong

Total

* Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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Currency
EUR

Unrealised
gain
EUR

385,066

385,066

Percentage of
basket market

value

41.79 %
1.38 %

56.83 %

100.00 %

11.75 %
8.06 %
6.30 %
4.83 %
3.82 %
3.38 %
1.94 %
1.65 %

58.27 %

100.00 %

100.53 %
5.77 %
3.45 %
0.95 %
0.74 %
0.44 %
0.32 %
0.07 %
0.02 %
0.01 %

(0.04) %
(0.09) %
(0.12) %
(0.40) %
(0.40) %

(11.25) %

100.00 %



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments
European Credit Opportunities
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/ Market
nominal value Percentage
value Currency Security description EUR of net assets

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING

BONDS

Belgium
1,000,000 EUR Nyrstar - 4.250% - 25.09.18 966,250 4.29 %

Brazil
1,000,000 USD Marfrig Holding - 8.000% - 08.06.23 985,633 4.38 %

Canada
1,000,000 USD Ithaca Energy - 8.125% - 01.07.19 983,432 4.36 %

France
1,500,000 EUR Casino, Guichard-Perrachon - 3.157% -

06.08.19 1,637,475 7.27 %

Germany
500,000 EUR Deutsche Bank - 6.000% - 30.04.22 441,690 1,96 %

Ireland
1,000,000 EUR Allied Irish Banks - 7.375% - 03.12.20 993,200 4.41 %
1,500,000 EUR Ballsbridge Repackaging - 5.249% - 01.03.20 1,550,325 6.88 %

2,543,525 11.29 %
Italy

500,000 EUR Banca Monte dei Parschi di Siena - 0.000% -
30.12.99 16,250 0.07 %

Kazakhstan
500,000 USD Zhaikmunai - 6.375% -14.02.19 462,941 2.05 %
750,000 USD Zhaikmunai -7.125% -13.11.19 700,812 3.11 %

1,163,753 5.16 %
Luxembourg

750,000 GBP GFKL Financial Services - 11.000% - 01.11.23 907,865 4.03 %

Malaysia
1,000,000 USD 1MDB Energy - 5.990% - 11.05.22 1,020,557 4.53 %

Netherlands
400,000 EUR HEMA Bondco I B.v. - 5.250% - 15.06.19 366,692 1.63 %
500,000 EUR HEMA Bondco II BV. - 8.250% - 15.12.19 387,325 1.72 %

754,017 3.35 %
Portugal

300,000 EUR Energias de Portugal- 5.375% - 16.03.21 313,845 1.39 %

Spain
1,000,000 EUR eDreams - 8.500% - 01.08.21 1,068,500 4.74 %
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
European Credit Opportunities
As at December 31, 2016

Quantityl
nominal
value Currency Security description

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING (CONTINUED)

BONDS (CONTINUED)

750,000
750,000
500,000
500,000
948,000

United Kingdom
Coventry Building Society - 6.375% - 01.11.19
Virgin Media - 5.125% - 15.01.25
Virgin Money - 7.875% - 31.07.19
Virgin Money - 8.750% -10.11.21
RBS - 7.648% - 30.09.31

GBP
GBP
GBP
GBP
USD

Total Bonds

Total Transferable Securities and Money Instruments Admitted to
Official Exchange Listing

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES DEALT IN ON ANOTHER REGULATED
MARKET

BONDS

1,000,000
United Kingdom
Tullow Oil- 6.250% - 15.04.22USD

Total Bonds

Total Transferable Securities Dealt In On Another Regulated Market

Total Investments In Securities

Other Assets Less Liabilities

Total Net Assets

41

Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

847,004 3.76 %
906,400 4.02 %
581,207 2.58 %
595,501 2.64 %

1,030,820 4.58 %
3,960,932 17.58 %

16,763,724 74.40 %

16,763,724 74.40 %

886,626 3.93 %

886,626 3.93 %

886,626 3.93 %

17,650,350 78.33 %

4,882,846 21.67 %

22,533,196 100.00 %



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
European Credit Opportunities
As at December 31,2016

Open forward foreign exchange contracts (Please refer to Note 3(f))'

Settlement Amount Amount
date Currency purchased Currency sold Counterparty

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan31,2017 EUR 6,323.058 USD 6,615,000 UBS

Total Unrealised Gains

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 EUR 4,096.993 GBP 3,500.000 UBS

SHARE CLASS HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 GBP 830.995 EUR 984,719 CBN
Jan 31, 2017 USD 5,997,872 EUR 5,735,430 CBN

Unrealised
gain/(Ioss)

EUR

43,182

43,182

(6.786)

(10,371)
(41,356)
(51,727)

(58,513)Total Unrealised Losses

Total Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts (15,331)

Open futures contracts (Please refer to Note 3(g))'

Expiration
date

Number of
contracts Future description Currency Counterparty

Notional
value
EUR

Mar 2017 (40) 10 Year US Treasury Note USD
Morgan
Stanley (4,654,446) 7_,0_76_

7,076Total Unrealised Gain

Total Open Futures Contracts 7,076

* Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
European Credit Opportunities
As at December 31,2016

Outstanding credit default swaps (Please refer to Note 3(k))*

Counterparty Security description
Notional
amount

Maturity
date

Market value
Currency EUR

Citibank
Citibank

Daimler 65bps
Iceland 550bps

1,500,000 20106/2021
1,000,000 20/12/2021

EUR (35,595)
EUR __ (_26~,7_2_1)

(62,316)Total Liabilities

Total Outstanding Credit Default Swaps (62,316)

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3 0))*

Security description Holdings

Unrealised
galn/(Ioss)

EUR

UNREALISED GAINS

UBS

British Pounds Arrow Global Group
lTV

340,000 82,669
300,000 97,826

30,000 19,848
300,000 95,098

4,000 27,378
322,819

322,819

Euro Smuriit Kappa
Snai S,P.A
Volkswagen

Total Unrealised Gains

UNREALISED LOSSES

UBS

Euro Irish Residential Properties 750,000 (21,339)

Total Unrealised Losses (21,339)

Total Outstanding Contracts For Difference 301,480

• Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments
Emerging Markets
As at December 31, 2016

Quantity/ Market
nominal value Percentage
value Currency Security description EUR of net assets

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES AND MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
ADMITTED TO OFFICIAL EXCHANGE LISTING

SHARES AND WARRANTS

China
4,925 USD iShares China Large-Cap ETF 170,947 0.87 %

Greece
25,603 EUR Hellenic Telecom 240,455 1.23 %

Israel
75,091 ILS Bezeq Israel Telecom 142,659 0.73 %

Poland
15.530 PLN Bank Pekao 466.571 2.38 %
41,100 PLN Polska Grupa Energetyczna 102,571 0.53 %
18,080 PLN Powszechny Zaklad Ubezpiecze 143,395 0.73 %

712,537 3.64 %
Russia

224,603 USD Gazprom 1,134,245 5.79 %
12,776 USD LukoilOil 716,733 3.66 %
5,262 USD MMC Norilsk Nickel 88,349 0.45 %
14,535 USD Mobile Telesystems OAO 132,414 0.68 %
20,592 USD Novolipetsk Steel 383,011 1.95 %
52,139 USD Rosneft Oil Company 338,903 1.73 %
51,864 USD Sberbank of Russia 600,326 3.06 %
4,179 USD VanEck Vectors Russia ETF 88,678 0.45 %
11,306 USD Yandex 227,590 1.16 %

3,710,249 18.93 %
Turkey

16,336 TRY Ulker Biskuvi Sanayi 74,923 0.38 %

United Arab Emirates
58,813 AED Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank 110,485 0.56 %
170,655 AED Dubai Financial Market 58,078 0.30 %
51,782 AED Dubai Islamic Bank 78,526 0.40 %
75,823 AED DXB Entertainments 26,836 0.14 %
209,273 AED Emaar Properties 406,239 2.07 %

680,164 3.47 %
United States of America

18,300 USD iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF 640,683 3.27 %

Total Shares and Warrants 6,372,617 32.52 %

BONDS

Netherlands
200,000 USD Telenor - 0.250% - 20.09.19 215,250 1.10 %

Russia
200,000 USD Lukoil - 4.563% - 24.04.23 202,350 1.03 %
315,000 USD Sberbank - 5.125% - 29.10.22 320,407 1.64 %

522,757 2.67 %
United States of America

5,700,000 USD DL-Notes - 0.750% - 30.09.18 5,662,705 28.89 %

Total Bonds 6,400,712 32.66 %

Total Transferable Securities and Money Instruments Admitted to
Official Exchange Listing 12,773,329 65.18 %
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Emerging Markets
As at December 31, 2016

Quantityl
nominal
value Counterparty Currency

TRANSFERABLE SECURITIES DEALT IN ON ANOTHER REGULATED MARKET

Security description

Market
value
EUR

Percentage
of net assets

P NOTES

8,119
15.465
12,870

Deutsche Bank USD
Deutsche Bank USD
Deutsche Bank USD

Total P Notes

Saudi Arabia
AI Tayyar
Saudi Basic Industries
Savoia Group

79,333 0.41 %
377,124 1.92 %
137,626 0.70 %
594,083 3.03 %

594,083 3.03 %

594,083 3,03 %

13,367,412 68,21 %

6,230,969 31,79 %

19,598,381 100.00 %

Transferable Securities Dealt In On Another Regulated Market

Total Investments in Securities

Other Assets Less Liabilities

Total Net Assets
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JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Emerging Markets
As at December 31, 2016

Open forward foreign exchange contracts (Please refer to Note 3(f))*

Settlement Amount Amount
date Currency purchased Currency sold Counterparty

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 USD 111,681 ILS 430,000 UBS

SHARE CLASS HEDGING
Jan 31, 2017 CHF 341,348 USD 333,643 CBN
Jan 31, 2017 EUR 3,899,569 USD 4,078,193 CBN

Total Unrealised Gains

PORTFOLIO HEDGING
Oct11,2017 eZK 40,990,242 EUR 1,534,000 UBS
Jan 3,2017 TRY 37.049 USD 10.524 UBS
Jan 3.2017 USD 4.893 ZAR 69,178 UBS
Jan 31,2017 USD 522.843 EUR 500,000 UBS
Jan31,2017 USD 41,563 ZAR 580,000 UBS
Jan31.2017 USD 632.114 PLN 2.670.000 UBS
Jan31,2017 USD 185.312 TRY 660,000 UBS
Feb 7. 2017 USD 514.000 KRW 621,451,700 UBS
Feb 3, 2017 ZAR 7,070,687 USD 514,000 UBS

Total Unrealised Losses

Total Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts

• Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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Unrea/ised
gain/(Ioss)

EUR

11

2,023
29,432
31.455

31,466

(6,246)
(9)

(141)
(3,834)

(438)
(5,178)

(911)
(609)

(2,265)
(19,631)

(19,631)

11,835



JABCAP (LUX)

Schedule of Investments (Continued)
Emerging Markets
As at December 31, 2016

Outstanding contracts for difference (Please refer to Note 3(j))'

Unrealised
gain/(Ioss)

Security description Holdings USD

UNREALISED GAINS

CITIBANK

South African Rand MTN Group 32,693 15,778

United States Dollar Industries of Qatar 5,140 4,617
20,395

J.P. MORGAN

South African Rand Woolworths Holdings 21,567 5,414

MORGAN STANLEY

Euro OJ Stoxx 600 Basic Resources (1,442) 7.689
OJ Stoxx Europe 600 Oil & Gas 2.061 19,644

South African Rand MTN Group 15.142 11,887

United States Dollar Russia RTS Index - Mar '17 104 2,119
41,339

UBS

British Pounds Hikma Pharmaceuticals 7,257 13,712

South African Rand Pick'N Pay Stores (5,654) 213
Standard Bank Group (5,400) 1,138
Vodacom Group 4,563 1,053

United States Dollar Alrosa 147,366 17,034
Moscow Exchange Micex-RTS 120,000 15,162

48,312

Total Unrealised Gains 115,460

UNREALISED LOSSES

HSBC

Turkish Lira Bist 30 Futures - Feb' 17 (347) (3,851)

MORGAN STANLEY

South African Rand Avi 3,855 (97)
Firstrand 15,600 (775)
Tiger Brands 1,748 (338)

United States Dollar Gulf International Services 7,178 (2,374)
(3,584)

UBS

South African Rand Naspers 1,040 (2,670)
The Foschini Group (9,500) (1,607)

United States Dollar Sberbank of Russia 432,033 (6,866)
(11,143)

Total Unrealised Losses 118,5781
Total Outstanding Contracts For Difference 96,882

* Please refer to Note 9 for collateral disclosure.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Statement of Changes in the Number of Shares
For the year ended December 31,2016

Shares
outstanding

at the
beginning

of the
year/period

Shares
subscribed

Shares
redeemed

Shares
outstanding

at the
end

of the
year/period

JABCAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
JAB CAP (LUX) . Convertible Bonds
Class I (EUR) 30,330.660 5,762.080 24,568.580
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (CHF) • (Hedged) 1,234.650 3,218.500 898.000 3,555.150
JABCAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (EUR) 176,203.600 4,212.110 45,719.930 134,695.780
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (GBP) . (Hedged) 80.000 80.000
JAB CAP (LUX) . Convertible Bonds
Class R (USO) . (Hedged) 136,788.830 25,140.950 22,927.130 139,002.650
JAB CAP (LUX) . Convertible Bonds
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 27,408.700 27,408.700

JABCAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (EUR) 3.596.430 3.880.790 2,592.000 4,885.220
JABCAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class N (GBP) - (Hedged) 1,917.380 1,300.610 616.770
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (USO) - (Hedged) 31,899.110 5,967.790 25,931.320
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (EUR) 94,771.430 11,358.850 17,492.680 88,637.600
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged) 1,397.870 1,397.870
JAB CAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class P (USO) • (Hedged) 66,162.300 20,114.070 12.946.510 73,329.860
JABCAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged) 73.028.620 51,550.530 41,562.540 83,016.610
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (EUR) 63,582.700 3,625.760 27,216.200 39,992.260
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (GBP) • (Hedged)" 1,258.590 1,258.590
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (USO) - (Hedged) 151,738.940 22,068.000 25,997.360 147,809.580
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 26.036.050 983.380 27,019.430

JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit
Opportunities·111

JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged) 1,000.000 1,000.000
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (EUR) 23,000.000 23,000.000
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged) 7.000.000 7,000.000
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (USO) - (Hedged) 3,000.000 3,000.000
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (EUR) 127,499.100 127,499.100
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 53,999.820 53,999.820

• All share classes launched April 7, 2016 .
•• New share class launched on September 29, 2016.
(1lThis Sub-Fund launched on April 7, 2016.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Statement of Changes in the Number of Shares (Continued)
For the year ended December 31, 2016

Shares Shares
outstanding outstanding

at the at the
beginning end

of the Shares Shares of the
year subscribed redeemed year

JAB CAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
JAB CAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
Class P (EUR) • (Hedged) 28,317.140 9,833.090 1.380 38,148.850
JABCAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
Class P (USO) 50,510.170 1,088.620 24,495.630 27,103.160
JABCAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
Class R (CHF) . (Hedged) 3,820.460 1,361.070 2,459.390
JAB CAP (LUX) . Emerging Markets
Class R (EUR) . (Hedged) 2,799.420 419.770 2,379.650
JABCAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
Class R (USO) 117,384.050 9,522.610 9,481.110 117,425.550
JAB CAP (LUX) . Emerging Markets
Class Z (CHF) - (Hedged) 1,059.270 1,059.270
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class Z (USO) 9,040.620 316.430 9,357.050
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JABCAP (LUX)

Statistical Information

Net asset value per share in share class currency

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

December 31,
2014

Net asset value per share in share class currency

JABCAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class I (EUR) 110.05 111.79
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (CHF) • (Hedged) 104.81 108.44
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (EUR) 109.81 112.72
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged) 99.67 102.02
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class R (USO) - (Hedged) 110.81 112.30
JAB CAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 103.06 102.38

JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
JAB CAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class N (EUR) 97.36 114.92
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (GBP) • (Hedged) 98.11 115.72
JAB CAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class N (SEK) • (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (USO) - (Hedged) 98.89 115.23
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (EUR) 95.17 112.89
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged) 94.43 111.96
JAB CAP (LUX) • Global Balanced
Class P (USO) - (Hedged) 96.13 112.55
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged) 91.28 109.04
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (EUR) 95.79 113.62
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged)·· 106.59
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (USO) - (Hedged) 97.55 114.23
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 79.54 91.30

JAB CAP (LUX) • European Credit Opportunities·PI

JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged) 104.51
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (EUR) 104.01
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged) 104.51
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (USO) - (Hedged) 104.75
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (EUR) 105.25
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (USO) - (Hedged) 105.98

• All share classes launched April 7.2016 .
•• New share class launched on September 29, 2016.
I"This Sub-Fund launched on April 7, 2016.

110.11

108.45

112.08

102.34

111.90

122.22

122.06

958.19

121.45

119.47

118.61

119.33

116.88

120.27

121.82
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JABCAP (LUX)

Statistical Information (Continued)

December 31.
2016

December 31.
2015

Net asset value per share in share class currency

December 31.
2014

Net asset value per share in share class currency
(Continued)

JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class P (EUR) - (Hedged) 96.23 93.49
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class P (USO) 98.49 94.22
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged) 96.01 93.85
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (EUR) - (Hedged) 97.01 94.29
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (USD) 98.30 94.08
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class Z (CHF) - (Hedged) 99.48 95.30
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class Z (USD) 101.19 95.20
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JABCAP (LUX)

Statistical Information (Continued)

Total net assets in share class currency

JABCAP (LUX) • Convertible Bonds
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class I (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class R (EUR)
JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class R (USD) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Class Z (USD) - (Hedged)

JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (GBP) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (SEK) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class N (USD) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class P (USD) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged)"
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class R (USD) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Class Z (USD) - (Hedged)

JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities·PI

JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class P (GBP) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (EUR)
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (GBP) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class R (US D) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (EUR)
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Class Z (USD) - (Hedged)

* All share classes launched April 7,2016.
** New share class launched on September 29, 2016.
(1)This Sub-Fund launched on April 7, 2016.

December 31,
2016

December 31,
2015

Net asset value per share in share class currency

2,703,703 3,390,682

372,598 133,881

14,791,209 19,860,982

7,974 8,161

15,402,394 15,361,217

2,824,752 2,806,130

475,640 413,307

60,514 221,873

2,564,411 3,675,800

8,435,711 10,699,162

132,004 156,502

7,048,861 7,446,853

7,577,487 7,963,051

3,830,844 7,224,569

134,150

14,418,182 17,333,183

2,148,990 2,377,200

104,510

2,392,246

731,567

314,250

13,419,421

5,723,063
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December 31,
2014

2,705,124

258,214

19,821,947

8,187

19,621,316

1,055,964

251,879

46,962,392

6,279,090

13,764,692

1,710,687

7,827,072

2,305,206

6,199,286

2,972,539



JABCAP (LUX)

Statistical Information (Continued)

Total net assets in share class currency (Continued)

JABCAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class P (EUR) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class P (USD)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (EUR) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class R (USD)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class Z (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Class Z (USD)

December 31,
2016

Net asset value per share in share class currency

3,671,223

2,669,481

236,119

230,852

11,543.108

105,380

946,799
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December 31,
2015

2,647.374

4,759,209

358,547

263,950

11.043.135

100,952

860,635

December 31,
2014



JABCAP (LUX)

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended December 31,2016

1. ORGANISATION

JABCAP (LUX) (the "Company") is an open-ended investment company incorporated
under the laws of Luxembourg as a Societe d'lnvestissement a Capital Variable
("SICAV") in accordance with the provisions of Part I of the law of December 17, 2010
governing undertakings for collective investment, as may be amended (the "Law"). The
Company was incorporated for an unlimited period on August 5, 2010 under the name of
JABCAP (LUX). The Articles of the Company have been published in the Memorial C,
Recueil Special des Societes et Associations of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg on
August 30,2010.

The Company is registered at the Registre du Commerce et des Societes under number
B 155045.

On December 16, 2013, the Company changed from being a self-managed SICAV when
it appointed Carne Global Fund Managers (Luxembourg) SA as its Luxembourg
Management Company.

As at December 31,2016, the Company is comprised of four Sub-Funds:

• JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
• JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
• JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
• JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets

At all times the Company's capital will be equal to the Net Asset Value ("NAV") of the
Company and will not fall below the minimum capital required by Luxembourg law.

The following share classes were subscribed:

• Accumulation Share Class I ("Class I Shares") in EUR
• Accumulation Share Class P ("Class P Shares") in EUR, USD, GBP
• Accumulation Share Class N ("Class N Shares") in EUR, USD, GBP
• Accumulation Share Class R ("Class R Shares") in EUR, CHF, GBP, USD
• Accumulation Share Class Z ("Class Z Shares") in EUR, CHF, USD

2. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

Convertible Bonds Sub-Fund investment objective
The investment objective of the Sub-Fund is to seek capital growth in absolute terms by
investing primarily in a diversified portfolio of convertible bonds. The Sub-Fund is
expected to dynamically adjust its exposure to convertible bonds in response to market
conditions.

Global Balanced Sub-Fund investment objective
The investment objective of the Sub-Fund is to seek to achieve long term capital
appreciation through a top down active asset allocation policy that seeks to invest in a
diversified portfolio of global equities, equity-linked instruments, fixed income and other
money market and foreign exchange instruments. The Sub-Fund is expected to
dynamically adjust its exposures to equities, fixed income and cash in response to market
conditions.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Notes to the Financial Statements (Continued)
For the year ended December 31,2016

2. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE (Continued)

European Credit Opportunities Sub-Fund investment objective
The investment objective of the Sub-Fund is to produce consistent absolute returns with
low volatility and risk in all market conditions, regardless of the direction of interest rates
or default rates.

Emerging Markets Sub-Fund investment objective
The investment objective of the Sub-Fund is to achieve long term capital appreciation on
a risk-adjusted basis from a diversified portfolio of securities, primarily securities in, or
securities related to, companies incorporated in, or whose principal operations are based
in Emerging Market Countries globally. The term "Emerging Market Countries" refers to
the constituents of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, the MSCI Frontier Markets Index
as well as the MSCI Gulf Cooperation Council ("GCC") Countries Index.

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) General
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with Luxembourg GAAP and in
accordance with Luxembourg regulations relating to Undertakings for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities ("UCITS").

(b) Investment valuation
In determining the value of the assets of the Company:

(i) the value of any cash on hand or in deposits, bills, demand notes and accounts
receivables, prepaid expenses, dividends and interests matured but not yet
received shall be valued at the par-value of the assets except however if it appears
that such value is unlikely to be received. In such a case, subject to the approval of
the Board of Directors, the value shall be determined by deducting a certain
amount to reflect the true value of these assets;

(ii) the value of assets which are listed or dealt in on any stock exchange is based on
the last available price on the stock exchange which is normally the principal
market for such assets;

(iii) the value of assets dealt in on any other regulated market is based on the last
available price;

(iv) in the event that any assets are not listed or dealt in on any stock exchange or on
any other regulated market, or if, with respect to assets listed or dealt in on any
stock exchange, or other regulated market as aforesaid, the price as determined
pursuant to sub-paragraph (ii) or (iii) is not representative of the fair market value of
the relevant assets, the value of such assets will be based on the reasonably
foreseeable sales price determined prudently and in good faith;
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JABCAP (LUX)

Notes to the Financial Statements (Continued)
For the year ended December 31,2016

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

(b) Investment valuation (continued)

(v) the market value of forward or options contracts not traded on exchanges or on
other regulated markets shall mean their fair value determined, pursuant to the
policies established by the Board of Directors, on a basis consistently applied for
each different variety of contracts. The market value of futures or options contracts
traded on exchanges or on other regulated markets shall be based upon the last
available settlement prices of these contracts on exchanges and regulated markets
on which the particular futures or options contracts are traded by the Company.
Provided that if a futures, forward or options contract could not be liquidated on the
day with respect to which net assets are being determined, the basis for
determining the liquidating value of such contract shall be such value as the Board
of Directors may deem fair and reasonable. Interest rate swaps will be valued at
their market value established by reference to the applicable interest rate curve;

(vi) all other securities and other assets will be valued at fair market value, as
determined in good faith pursuant to procedures established by the Board of
Directors.

(c) Investment transactions and investment income
Investment transactions are recorded on a trade date basis. Realised gains and losses
on sales of investments are calculated using the first-in-first-out ("FIFO") method.

Dividend income is accrued on the ex-dividend date. Interest income is recorded on the
accrual basis.

(d) Conversion of foreign currencies
The books and records of the JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds, JABCAP (LUX) -
Global Balanced and JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities Sub-Funds are
denominated in EUR. Amounts denominated in other currencies are translated into EUR
on the following basis: (i) investment valuations and other assets and liabilities initially
expressed in other currencies are converted each business day into EUR using currency
exchange rates prevailing on each such business day and (ii) purchases and sales of
foreign investments, income and expenses are converted into EUR using currency
exchange rates prevailing on the respective dates of such transactions.

The books and records of the JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets Sub-Fund are
denominated in USD. Amounts denominated in other currencies are translated into USD
on the following basis: (i) investment valuations and other assets and liabilities initially
expressed in other currencies are converted each business day into USD using currency
exchange rates prevailing on each such business day and (ii) purchases and sales of
foreign investments, income and expenses are converted into USD using currency
exchange rates prevailing on the respective dates of such transactions.

Net realised gains and losses on foreign exchange represent: (i) foreign exchange gains
and losses from the holding and sale of foreign currencies, (ii) gains and losses between
trade date and settlement date on securities transactions and (iii) gains and losses
arising from the difference between amounts of dividends and interest recorded and the
amounts actually received.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Notes to the Financial Statements (Continued)
For the year ended December 31, 2016

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

(d) Conversion of foreign currencies (continued)
The resulting gains and losses on translation are included in "Net realised gain/(Ioss) on
foreign exchange" in the Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets.

The accounts of the Company are maintained in EUR.

The EUR exchange rates applied as at December 31,2016 are as follows:

1 EUR = 1.4591 AUD 1 EUR = 4.0522 ILS 1 EUR = 9.5769 SEK
1 EUR = 1.4134 CAD 1 EUR = 123.0068 JPY 1 EUR = 1.5216 SGD
1 EUR = 1.0715 CHF 1 EUR = 1,268.1714 KRW 1 EUR = 37.6877 THB
1 EUR = 7.3041 CNY 1 EUR = 21.7988 MXN 1 EUR = 3.7057 TRY
1 EUR = 7.4325 DKK 1 EUR = 9.0873 NOK 1 EUR= 33.9973 TWD
1 EUR = 0.8523 GBP 1 EUR = 1.5177 NZD 1 EUR= 1.0517 USD
1 EUR = 8.1569 HKD 1 EUR = 52.1643 PHP 1 EUR = 14.4505 ZAR
1 EUR = 309.5784 HUF 1 EUR = 4.4038 PLN

The USD exchange rates applied as at December 31,2016 are as follows:

1 USD = 3.6730 AED 1 USD = 7.7559 HKD 1 USD = 3.5235 TRY
1 USD = 1.0188 CHF 1 USD = 294.3600 HUF 1 USD = 13.7401 ZAR
1 USD = 6.9761 CNH 1 USD = 3.8530 ILS
1 USD = 25.6955 CZK 1 USD = 116.9600 JPY
1 USD = 7.0671 DKK 1 USD = 1,205.8300 KRW
1 USD = 0.9508 EUR 1 USD = 20.7272 MXN
1 USD = 0.8104 GBP 1 USD = 4.1873 PLN

(e) Cost of establishment
The total costs and expenses of establishment for JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds,
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced, JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities and
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets were respectively €16,082, €296,506, €160,040 and
US$54,624. These costs and expenses are being amortised on a straight-line basis over
a period of 5 years from the date on which each Sub-Fund commenced business.

(f) Forward foreign exchange contracts
Unrealised gains or losses on outstanding forward foreign exchange contracts are valued
on the basis of currency exchange rates prevailing at the relevant valuation date. The
changes in such amounts are included in the Statement of Operations and Changes in
Net Assets under "Net change in unrealised gain/(Ioss) on forward foreign exchange
contracts". When a contract is closed, the realised gain or loss is recorded under "Net
realised gain/(Ioss) on forward foreign exchange contracts" in the Statement of
Operations and Changes in Net Assets. Unrealised gains or losses are recorded under
"Unrealised gain/(Ioss) on forward foreign exchange contracts" in the Statement of Net
Assets.
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JABCAP (LUX)

Notes to the Financial Statements (Continued)
For the year ended December 31,2016

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

(g) Futures contracts
Regulated financial futures contracts are valued at the last available exchange settlement
price for which the contracts are traded on. Initial margin deposits are made upon
entering into the contracts and can be either in cash or securities. During the year the
contracts are open, changes in the value of the contracts are recognised as unrealised
gains or losses by "marking-to-market" on a daily basis to reflect the market value of the
contracts at the end of each business day's trading. Variation margin payments are made
or received, depending upon whether losses or gains are incurred. When a contract is
closed, the Company records a realised gain or loss equal to the difference between the
proceeds from, or cost of, the closing transaction and the initial cost of the contract in
"Net realised gain/(Ioss) on futures contracts" in the Statement of Operations and
Changes in Net Assets. Unrealised gains or losses are recorded under "Unrealised
gain/(Ioss) on futures contracts" in the Statement of Net Assets.

(h) Option contracts
Options are valued at the latest available settlement price of these contracts on
exchanges and regulated markets on which they are traded. Options purchased are
recorded as investments. When the exercise of an option results in a cash settlement, the
difference between the premium and the settlement proceeds is accounted for as a
realised gain or loss. When securities are acquired or delivered upon exercise of an
option, the acquisition cost or sale proceeds are adjusted by the amount of the premium.
When an option is closed, the difference between the premium and the cost to close the
position is accounted for as a realised gain or loss. When an option expires, the premium
is accounted for as a realised gain for options written or as a realised loss for options
purchased and is recorded under "Net realised gain/(Ioss) on option contracts" in the
Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets. The market values are recorded
under "Option contracts, at market value" in the Statement of Net Assets.

(i) Total return swaps
The Company may enter into swap contracts in which the Company and the counterparty
agree to exchange payments where one or both parties pay the returns generated by a
security, instrument, basket or index thereof. The payments made by the Company to the
counterparty and vice versa are calculated by reference to a specific security, index, or
instruments and an agreed upon notional amount. Any such underlying security or
instrument must be a transferable security and any such index must be an index which
meets the criteria as set out in the 2010 Law.

Total return swap contracts are valued by reference to the mark to market value based
on the market value of the underlying asset. The relevant indices include, but are not
limited to, currencies, interest rates, prices and total return on interest rates indices, fixed
income indices and stock indices.

Financing costs are recorded under "Interest on swap transactions" in the Statement of
Operations and Changes in Net Assets. Unrealised gains or losses are recorded under
"Unrealised gain/(Ioss) on swap contracts" in the Statement of Net Assets. The changes
in such amounts are included in the Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets
under "Net change in unrealised gain/(Ioss) on swap contracts". When a contract is
closed, the realised gain or loss is recorded under "Net realised gain/(Ioss) on swap
contracts" in the Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets.
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3. SIGNIFICANTACCOUNTINGPOLICIES (Continued)

(i) Total return swaps (continued)
As at December 31, 2016 JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced has entered into a total
return swap on a basket of securities. The swap is comprised of positions in a diversified
selection of stocks which is continuously monitored and amended by the Investment
Manager.

(j) Contracts for difference
Contracts for difference are valued based on the closing market price of the underlying
security. Upon entering into contracts for difference, the Company may be required to
pledge to the broker an amount of cash and or other assets equal to a certain percentage
of the contract amount ("initial margin"). Subsequently, payments known as "variation
margin" are made or received by the Company periodically, depending on fluctuations in
the value of the underlying security. During the year contracts are open, changes in the
value of contracts are recognised as unrealised gains and losses by "marking-to-market"
at each valuation point in order to reflect the changes in the value of the underlying
security. Realised gains or losses upon closure of the contract are equal to the difference
between the value of the contract at the time it was opened and the value at the time it
was closed. The open contracts for difference are included in the Statement of Net
Assets on the basis of the unrealised gain or loss attributable to each contract as at the
end of the year.

The contracts are subject to a daily financing charge and income, usually applied at a
previously agreed rate, which is accounted for as interest income for short contracts for
difference, and as interest expense for long contracts for difference positions.

(k) Credit default swaps
Credit default swaps contracts in which the Company pays or receives an interest flow in
return for the counterparty accepting all or part of the risk of default or failure to pay, of a
reference entity on which the swap is written. Where the Company has bought protection
the maximum potential loss is the value of the premium flows the Company is contracted
to pay until maturity of the contract. Where the Company has sold protection the
maximum potential loss is the nominal value of the protection sold, payable when a credit
event of one or more referenced credits occurs. The nature of the credit event is
established by the buyer and seller at the inception of the transaction and such events
include bankruptcy, insolvency, rating agency downgrade and failure to meet payment
obligations when due. Risks may arise from unanticipated movements in interest rates or
the occurrence of a credit event whereby changes in the market values of the underlying
financial instruments may be in excess of the amounts shown on the Statement of Net
Assets.

(I) ASCOTS
ASCOTS are OTC option contracts with major multinational brokers which allow the
Company to invest solely in the optionality component of a predetermined specific
notional amount of a convertible bond.
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4. FEES AND EXPENSES

(a) Investment management fee
In respect of each class of a Sub-Fund, the Investment Manager is entitled to receive a
monthly investment management fee equal to the pro-rated annual rate per annum of the
NAV of the shares of the relevant class (before deduction of any accrued but
uncrystallised performance fee and taxe d'abonnement). The investment management
fee is calculated and accrued as of each Valuation Day and payable monthly in arrears.

The Investment Manager may from time to time and in its sole discretion and out of its
own resources decide to rebate to some or all shareholders (including the Directors),
their agents or to intermediaries, part or all of the investment management fee. The
Investment Manager will also, out of its own resources and investment management fee,
pay any fees payable to the Principal Distributor for its services to the Company.

During the year, the investment management fee amounted to the following percentage
figures:

JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Share Class I 1.00 %
Share Class R 2.00 %
Share Class Z 0.00 %

JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Share Class N 1.50 %
Share Classes P and R 2.00 %
Share Class Z 0.00 %

JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
Share Classes P and R 2.00 %
Share Class Z 0.00 %

JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets
Share Classes P and R 2.00 %
Share Class Z 0.00 %

(b) Performance fee
Each Sub-Fund pays to the Investment Manager a performance fee, which is calculated
in respect of each six month period ending on June 30 and December 31 in each year (a
"Calculation Period"). The performance fee is calculated and accrued as an expense of
the relevant class at each Valuation Day and is payable to the Investment Manager in
arrears within 14 days of the end of each Calculation Period after calculation of the
performance fee by the Central Administration.

If redemption is made from the relevant class as of a date other than June 30 or
December 31, a performance fee (if accrued as of the date of such redemption) shall be
crystallised in respect of the shares being redeemed.
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4. FEES AND EXPENSES (Continued)

(b) Performance fee (continued)
For the JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds and JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced Sub-
Funds, the performance fee in respect of each share is equal to 20% of the appreciation
in the NAV per share of the relevant class during that Calculation Period above the High
Watermark of that class. The High Watermark is the greater of the Initial Offer Price of
the relevant class and the highest NAV per share of the relevant class achieved as at the
end of any previous Calculation Period (if any). The Sub-Funds do not operate
performance fee equalisation and in certain circumstances a performance fee may be
charged to shares which have not appreciated in value (for example, when an investor
subscribes for shares at a time when the NAV per share of the relevant class is greater
than the High Watermark of that class). Also, all holders of shares of the same class may
not have the same amount of capital per share at risk in the Company and certain
investors may get a "free ride" (for example, when an investor subscribes for shares at a
time when the NAV per share of the relevant class is less than the High Watermark of
that class).

For the JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets Sub-Fund and JABCAP (LUX) - European
Credit Opportunities, the performance fee payable to the Investment Manager is
calculated on a share by share basis so that each share is charged a performance fee
which equates precisely with that share's performance. For each Calculation Period, the
performance fee in respect of each share will be equal to 20% of the appreciation in the
NAV of that share during that Calculation Period above the Base NAV per share.

The Base NAV per share is the greater of (1) the NAV per share of the relevant class at
the time of issue of that share and (2) the highest NAV per share of that class achieved
as at the end of any previous Calculation Period (if any) during which such share was in
issue. Shares which are acquired in the secondary market will be treated as if they were
issued on the date of the acquisition at the most recent Subscription Price for these
purposes. The performance fee in respect of each Calculation Period will be calculated
by reference to the NAV before deduction for any accrued performance fee.

This method of calculation ensures that (i) any performance fee is charged only to those
shares which have appreciated in value, (ii) all holders of shares of the same class have
the same amount of capital per share at risk in the Company and (iii) all shares of the
same class have the same NAV per share.

For the avoidance of doubt, a performance fee shall be payable from the Company to the
Investment Manager in respect of the Class Z Shares.

The performance fee will normally be payable to the Investment Manager in arrears
within 14 calendar days of the end of each Calculation Period. However, in the case of
shares redeemed during a Calculation Period, the accrued performance fee in respect of
those shares is payable within 14 calendar days after the date of redemption. In the event
of a partial redemption, shares will be treated as redeemed on a FIFO basis.

For JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds; the performance fee for the year ended
December 31,2016 was €Nil of which €Nil remained payable at year end.

For JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced; the performance fee for the year ended December
31,2016 was €2,432 of which €2,432 remained payable at year end.
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4. FEES AND EXPENSES (Continued)

(b) Performance fee (continued)
For JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities; the performance fee for the period
ended December 31, 2016 was €280,866 of which €263,970 remained payable at period
end.

For JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets; the performance fee for the year ended
December 31,2016 was US$2,773 of which US$2,773 remained payable at year end.

(c) Depositary and administration fee
The Depositary and Central Administration fees are calculated based on the month end
NAV of the relevant Sub-Fund, subject to minimums, accrued on each Valuation Day and
paid out monthly in arrears.

It is not intended that the fees payable for the Depositary and Central Administration
services out of each Sub-Fund's assets exceed 0.50% per annum of the relevant Sub-
Fund's average assets calculated with reference to the same period. If, nevertheless, the
fees for the Depositary and Central Administration services should exceed the cap of
0.50% of the average assets per annum, the Investment Manager will reimburse the
exceeding amount to the Sub-Fund. The aforementioned cap is accrued on each
Valuation Day and, if applicable, paid into the Sub-Fund by the Investment Manager
annually in arrears.

The above mentioned cap of 0.50% per annum does not cover fees payable to the
Central Administration or the Depositary for services other than Depositary and Central
Administration services, such as (without being limited thereto) Company tax services,
Company secretarial services, Company regulatory and compliance reporting services or
fees for system access and reporting services.

For JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds; the depositary and administration fee for the
year ended December 31, 2016 was €173,331 of which €30,158 remained payable at
year end. Subject to the cap, as described above, the Investment Manager is due to
reimburse €1,984 to the Sub-Fund.

For JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced; the depositary and administration fee for the year
ended December 31, 2016 was €178,201 of which €30,970 remained payable at year
end. Subject to the cap, as described above, the Investment Manager is due to reimburse
€Nil to the Sub-Fund.

For JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities; the depositary and administration
fee for the period ended Decem ber 31, 2016 was €90,332 of which €21,750 remained
payable at period end. Subject to the cap, as described above, the Investment Manager
is due to reimburse €11,084 to the Sub-Fund.

For JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets; the depositary and administration fee for the
year ended December 31,2016 was US$193,665 of which US$35,781 remained payable
at year end. Subject to the cap, as described above, the Investment Manager is due to
reimburse US$105,812 to the Sub-Fund.

(d) Management company fee
The Management Company will receive a management company fee for the provision of
its services. The fee payable shall not exceed 0.04% per annum, subject to a minimum
monthly fee per Sub-Fund of up to €2,250, calculated on the basis of the NAV attributable
to the Company on the last Valuation Day of each month, and paid out monthly in
arrears.
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4. FEES AND EXPENSES (Continued)

(e) Rebates
A monthly fee of €7,500 is payable by the Investment Manager to the JABCAP (LUX) -
European Credit Opportunities Sub-Fund until the NAV of JABCAP (LUX) - European
Credit Opportunities is greater than €20,000,000. Once the NAV of JABCAP (LUX) -
European Credit Opportunities is greater than €20,000,000, this payment will cease and
will not be reinstated even if the NAV of JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
decreases again below the above mentioned threshold. This payment is accrued pro-rata
on each Valuation Day and will be payable monthly in arrears.

For the period ending December 31, 2016, no monthly fee was incurred as the NAV of
the JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities Sub-Fund exceeded €20,000,000
immediately.

(f) Other fees
"Other fees" in the Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets consists of
various professional fees including tax reporting services fees, financial statement
preparation fees as well as banking fees, publication fees, registration fees and other
miscellaneous fees.

5. DISTRIBUTION POLICY

Whether Accumulation or Distribution shares will be issued in relation to a particular Sub-
Fund will be described in the relevant Prospectus. The Board of Directors reserves the
right to introduce a distribution policy that may vary between Sub-Funds and different
classes of shares in issue.

As at December 31,2016, no dividends were distributed.

6. TAXATION

The Company is not liable to any Luxembourg tax on profits or income. The Company is,
however, liable in Luxembourg to a taxe d'abonnement of 0.05% per annum of its NAV,
such tax being payable quarterly on the basis of the value of the aggregate NAV of the
Company at the end of the relevant calendar quarter. No such tax is payable on the value
of assets which consist of units or shares of other Luxembourg funds that have already
been subject to such tax. No stamp duty or other tax is payable in Luxembourg on the
issue of shares. No Luxembourg tax is payable on the realised capital appreciation of the
assets of the Company.

A reduced taxe d'abonnement rate of 0.01% per annum or an exemption of the taxe
d'abonnement will be applicable to certain classes of shares reserved to institutional
investors pursuant to article 174(2)c of the UCI Law of December 17, 2010 relating to
Undertakings for Collective Investment.
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6. TAXATION (Continued)

The effective rate applicable to the classes of shares offered in the Convertible Bonds,
Global Balanced and European Credit Opportunities Sub-Funds is as follows:

• Class I Shares - 0.01% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class N Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class P Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class R Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class Z Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly

The effective rate applicable to the classes of shares offered in the Emerging Markets
Sub-Fund is as follows:

• Class P Shares - 0.01% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class R Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly
• Class Z Shares - 0.05% per annum of the NAV payable quarterly

7. STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN INVESTMENTS

A statement giving the changes in the portfolio of investments for the year under review
can be obtained free of charge from the registered office of the Company.

8. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control the other party
or exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial or operational
decisions or if both parties are under the control of a common entity.

The Investment Manager and the Directors are related parties to the Company.

(a) Investment Manager
The Company is managed by Jabre Capital Partners SA and receives from the
Company an investment management fee and a performance fee as disclosed in Notes
4(a) and 4(b) respectively.

(b) Directors' interests
The Board of Directors are responsible for the overall management and control of the
Company in accordance with the Articles. The Board of Directors are further responsible
for the implementation of the Company's investment objective and policies as well as for
oversight of the administration and operations of the Company. The total remuneration
paid to Carne Global Financial Services (Luxembourg) S.a r.1for Directors' Services for
the year ended December 31, 2016 was €50,522, inclusive of VAT. as well as out of
pocket expenses of €375. This amount does not include Directors Insurance of €8,427
which is included within "Other fees" in the Statement of Operations and Changes in Net
Assets.

The interests of the Directors and their interests in companies associated with the
management, administration, promotion and marketing of the Company and the shares
are set out on the next page.
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8. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)

(b) Directors' interests (continued)

• Mr. Riachi and Mrs. Khazaneh are both employees of the Investment Manager.

• The Directors or companies of which they are officers or employees may
subscribe for shares in the Company. Their applications for shares will rank pari
passu with all other applications. As at December 31, 2016, none of the Directors
owned any shares in the Company.

• Mr. Egan and Ms. McDermott are employees of companies under common
ownership and control, of the "Carne group". The Management Company, which
receives a management company fee as disclosed in Note 4(d), is also part of
the Carne group of companies.

9. COLLATERAL ON DERIVATIVES

The collateral associated with swaps, futures, forwards and options has been recorded in
the Statement of Net Assets under "Restricted cash".

As at December 31,2016, amounts held as collateral with brokers were as follows:

EUR
equivalent

JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
Cash of 1,167 AUD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 32,929 CHF held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 9,680 EUR held as collateral by Citibank
Cash of 329 EUR held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of (450,000) EUR received as collateral by Daiwa
Cash of 1,655,951 EUR held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of (163) EUR received as collateral by J.P. Morgan
Cash of 51,710 EUR held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 299,753 EUR held as collateral by Nomura Holdings
Cash of 888,100 EUR held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 9,530 GBP held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 16,554 GBP held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 15,890 HKD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 26,192,091 JPY held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 940,141 JPY held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 90,879,047 JPY held as collateral by UBS
Cash of (121,100) SEK received as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 4,214 SEK held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 12,530 SGD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 3,244 USD held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 420,373 USD held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 48,883 USD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 31,298 USD held as collateral by UBS

800
30,730

9,680
329

(450,000)
1,655,951

(163)
51,710

299,753
888,100

11,182
19,424

1,948
212,932

7,643
738,813
(12,645)

440
8,235
3,085

399,708
46,480
29,759

Total 3,953,894
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9. COLLATERAL ON DERIVATIVES (Continued)

EUR
equivalent

JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
Cash of 967 AUD held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 210,139 AUD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 263 AUD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 646 CAD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 38,901 CHF held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 210,199 CHF held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 6,671 CHF held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 599,543 DKK held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 31 EUR held as collateral by Citibank
Cash of 6 EUR held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 2,388,746 EUR held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 1,679,572 EUR held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 1,191,296 EUR held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 377,917 GBP held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 396,881 HKD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 3,892,202 HKD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 9,094,795 HUF held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 237,895 JPY held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 36,686,911 JPY held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 69,591 NOK held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 6,532 NZD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 16,527 PLN held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 75 PLN held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 392,422 SEK held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 9,159 SGD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 52,465 TRY held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 849 TRY held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 30,689 USD held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 692,167 USD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 327,346 USD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 573,467 ZAR held as collateral by UBS

663
144,022

181
457

36,304
196,168

6,226
80,665

31
6

2,388,746
1,679,572
1,191,296

443,425
48,656

477,168
29,378

1,934
298,251

7,658
4,304
3,753

17
40,976

6,019
14,158

229
29,180

658,141
311,254

39,685

Total 8,138,523
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9. COLLATERAL ON DERIVATIVES (Continued)

EUR
equivalent

JABCAP (LUX) • European Credit Opportunities
Cash of 119,786 EUR held as collateral by Citibank
Cash of 149,850 EUR held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 165,445 EUR held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 4,896 EUR held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 596,779 EUR held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 25,000 GBP held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 23,420 GBP held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 95,921 USD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 20,016 USD held as collateral by UBS

119,786
149,850
165,445

4,896
596,779
29,333
27,479
91,206
19,032

Total 1,203,806

USD
equivalent

JABCAP (LUX) • Emerging Markets
Cash of 10,721 CHF held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 6,923 EUR held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 114,451 EUR held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 132,306 EUR held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 1,947 GBP held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 10,975 HKD held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 247,809 HKD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 649,653 HUF held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 103,657 MXN held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 2,186 PLN held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 19,609 PLN held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 39,555 TRY held as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 4,739 TRY held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of (7,343) TRY received as collateral by HSBC
Cash of 36,278 TRY held as collateral by UBS
Cash of 230,404 USD held as collateral by Citibank
Cash of 445,036 USD received as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of 136,613 USD held as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 248,030 USD held as collateral by HSBC
Cash of 320,990 USD held as collateral by J.P. Morgan
Cash of 622,467 USD held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 1,395,379 USD held as collateral by UBS
Cash of (1,566) ZAR received as collateral by Credit Suisse
Cash of (25,914) ZAR received as collateral by Deutsche Bank
Cash of 24,279 ZAR held as collateral by HSBC
Cash of 508,576 ZAR held as collateral by Morgan Stanley
Cash of 85,147 ZAR received as collateral by UBS

10,523
7,281

120,368
139,146

2,402
1,415

31,951
2,207
5,001

522
4,683

11,226
1,345

(2,084)
10,296

230,404
445,036
136,613
248,030
320,990
622,467

1,395,379
(114)

(1,886)
1,767

37,014
6,197

Total 3,788,179
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10. TRANSACTION COSTS

For the year ended December 31, 2016, the Company incurred transaction costs which
have been defined as brokerage fees relating to purchase or sale of transferable
securities, money market instruments or eligible assets.

JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets

€29,025
€752,211

€3,953
US$479,094

11. SUBSEQUENT EVENT

No subsequent event has been recorded after the year ended December 31,2016.
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Appendix I - Total Expense Ratios (Unaudited)
As at December 31,2016

The Total Expense Ratio ("TER") represents the total operating cost charged to each class as a
percentage of the Sub-Fund's average net assets and includes the impact of expenses
reimbursed by related parties. The total operating cost comprises expenses as summarised in the
Statement of Operations and Changes in Net Assets. Overdraft interest, interest on contracts for
difference and interest on swap transactions are excluded from the calculation.

Sub-Fund Name

TER% TER%
excluding including

performance performance
fee fee

2.26 % 2.26 %
3.30 % 3.30 %
3.30 % 3.30 %
3.28 % 3.28 %
3.31 % 3.31 %
1.30 % 1.30 %

TER% TER%
excluding including

performance performance
fee fee

2.60 % 2.60 %
2.58 % 2.58 %
2.62 % 2.62 %
3.11 % 3.11 %
3.11 % 3.11 %
3.12 % 3.12 %
3.09 % 3.09 %
3.12 % 3.12 %
3.20 % 9.66 %
3.10 % 3.10 %
1.11 % 1.11 %

TER% TER%
excluding including

performance performance
fee fee

3.94 % 5.41 %
3.94 % 5.28 %
3.94 % 5.41 %
3.95 % 5.61 %
1.95 % 3.69 %
1.95 % 4.02 %

TER% TER%
excluding including

performance performance
fee fee

3.83 % 3.83 %
3.84 % 3.84 %
3.88 % 3.88 %
3.89 % 3.89 %
3.88 % 3.88 %
1.88 % 1.88 %
1.88 % 2.19 %

JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds I (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds R (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds R (GBP) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds R (USD) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds Z (USD) - (Hedged)

Sub-Fund Name

JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced N (EUR)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced N (GBP) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced N (USD) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced P (EUR)
JABCAP (LUX) - Global Balanced P (GBP) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced P (USD) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced R (EUR)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced R (GBP) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced R (USD) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced Z (USD) - (Hedged)

Sub-Fund Name

JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities P (GBP) - (Hedged)'
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities R (EUR)'
JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities R (GBP) - (Hedged)'
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities R (USD) - (Hedged)'
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities Z (EUR)'
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit Opportunities Z (USD) - (Hedged)'

• All share classes launched April 7. 2016

Sub-Fund Name

JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets P (EUR) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets P (USD)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets R (CHF) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets R (EUR) - (Hedged)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets R (USD)
JABCAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets Z (CHF) - (Hedged)
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets Z (USD)
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Appendix II - Calculation method of the risk exposure (Unaudited)
As at December 31,2016

Global exposure using the VaR approach

Max Min Average
usage usage usage Effective

Sub-Fund Market of reg of reg of reg Reference Confidence Holding Observation
Name Risk Limit limit limit limit portfolio Model Interval Period Period

JABCAP (LUX) -
Convertible Monte Carlo
Bonds Absolute 20% 9.62% 1.80% 5.15% nfa Simulation 99% 20 days 250 days
JABCAP (LUX) - Monte Carlo
Global Balanced Absolute 20% 16.35% 1.98% 7.16% nfa Simulation 99% 20 days 250 days
JABCAP (LUX) -
European Credit Monte Carlo
Opportunities' Absolute 20% 4.84% 0.21% 1.88% nfa Simulation 99% 20 days 250 days
JAB CAP (LUX) -
Emerging Monte Carlo
Markets Absolute 20% 10.96% 0.73% 4.63% nfa Simulation 99% 20 days 250 days

Sub-Fund Name Leverage"
Average Max

JABCAP (LUX) - Convertible Bonds
JAB CAP (LUX) - Global Balanced
JAB CAP (LUX) - European Credit
Opportunities'
JAB CAP (LUX) - Emerging Markets

275.06% 299.43%
224.02% 318.12%

72.86% 94.83%
44.98% 69.35%

• The Sub-Fund launched on April 7, 2016 .
•• Sum of notionals on a monthly basis.

Global exposure is a fund's global exposure to general and specific market risks which might lead
to a significant change in the fund's value. The Company has adopted a VaR approach in the
quantification of its global exposure. This has been supplemented by the employment of scenario
and stress tests in the evaluation of the portfolio's sensitivity to a range of factors, for example
interest rate risk, volatility, credit spreads as well as predefined market scenarios as well as back
tests to monitor the ongoing accuracy of the VaR model.

As the Sub-Funds are sophisticated users of FDls, the Risk Unit utilises the internal model
approach which relies on absolute VaR figures calculated on the Risk Metrics engine.

Risk Metrics computes and reports various types of Value-at-Risk, Sensitivities Exposure
statistics, and Stress Testing statistics for a portfolio of financial instruments. The Risk Metrics
methodology enables risk evaluation across asset classes, securities, geographical areas and
risk horizons.

The Risk Metrics methodology is based on representing each security in terms of the risk factors
that drive it. The factors cover all asset classes and all types of market risk, and include equity
prices, commodity prices and curves, exchange rates, interest rate curves, and credit spread
curves, together with implied volatility surfaces for multiple asset types.

In accordance with the risk profile of the Sub-Funds, the absolute 20% VaR limit has been
applied to each Sub-Fund. This has been justified on the basis that the Sub-Funds may
extensively make use of derivatives and that the Sub-Funds do not actively track any benchmark
or reference index. The VaR is calculated daily using a Monte Carlo approach with a full
revaluation of the corresponding Sub-Fund portfolio.
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Appendix II - Calculation method of the risk exposure (Unaudited) (Continued)
As at December 31, 2016

Model's methodology
The standard Risk Metrics model is a factorial model which describes all factors simultaneously,
using statistics estimated from historical time series data to predict the magnitude of their future
movements. All securities in the portfolio can be treated at once in terms of the risk factors. This
enables aggregation of risk across asset classes as well as the decomposition of aggregate risk
numbers across multiple dimensions including risk type.

There is a fUll-valuation repricing simulation based on randomly generated market moves,
assuming lognormal price distributions. Volatilities and correlations are calculated directly from
time series data over user-specified start and end dates. Users may also specify an optional
decay factor, as well as the number of simulations to perform in the analysis.

Mathematical assumptions and foundations
The VaR calculation determines the range of possible forward profit and loss for each scenario by
revaluing each instrument using the agreed pricing model.

Values of the underlying factors are simulated based on multivariate normal distribution over
10,000 cycles. For each cycle, there is a full repricing of the instruments. The P&L is obtained by
summing the repriced instruments and the distribution of the P&L is given by the values of these
10,000 simulated portfolios.

The data relevant to the Sub-Funds are:

• Discount or yield curves
• Credit spread
• Spot currency rates
• Forward price curves
• Market index
• CDS spread curves
• Volatility surfaces

In calculating the VaR, the following parameters will be used:

• A confidence level of 99%
• A holding period of 20 business days
• A historical observation period of not less than 1 year
• The absolute VaR will not be greater than 20% of the NAV
• Quarterly data set updates, or more frequent when market prices are subject to

material changes
• Daily calculation

Back testing
Back testing will be performed on a monthly basis for each business day and the model will be
adapted/changed if the back testing results are not satisfactory. Backtesting results are
communicated to the Management Company on a monthly basis and to the Board of Directors on
a quarterly basis.
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Appendix II - Calculation method of the risk exposure (Unaudited) (Continued)
As at December 31,2016

Stress testing
Stress tests will be performed daily based on specific scenarios. For the Company, a program of
stress tests has been devised including some historical scenarios and combinations of
percentage changes in equity, credit and volatility indicators. All instruments are repriced at each
scenario. Stress testing results are communicated to the Management Company on a monthly
basis. The stress runs on a daily basis after the close of the US markets.

Leverage
Leverage is calculated based on the sum of notionals approach as set out by the CSSF and in
line with the ESMA Guidelines (2012/ESMAl429).
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Appendix III - Securities financing transactions regulation (Unaudited)
As at December 31,2016

The Company is subject to the Regulation (EU) 2015/2365 on Transparency of Securities
Financing Transactions and of Reuse and Amending Regulation (EU) No 64812012 of the
European Parliament ("SFTR"). The regulation was issued on November 25, 2015 effective for
UCITS funds from January 12, 2016. The disclosure requirements accompanying this regulation
are effective for annual reports published after January 13, 2017. This regulation has therefore
been adopted for these financial statements dated December 31, 2016 due to the date the
financial statements are available to be issued falling after this effective date.

A Securities Financing Transaction ("SFT") is defined as per Article 3(11) of the SFTR as:

• a repurchase transaction;
• securities or commodities lending and securities or commodities borrowing;
• a buy-sell back transaction or sell-buy back transaction; or
• a margin lending transaction.

The regulation also covers transactions that are commonly referred to as total return swaps
("Swaps"). The Company has also included contracts for difference in its definition of Swaps as
at December 31,2016. At December 31,2016 each of the Sub-Funds held Swaps.

As at December 31, 2016 the Company did not engage in any other SFT.

In implementing the investment strategy, the Company does not receive collateral as a result of
its trading activities and therefore the disclosures in relation to collateral received, being those
over concentration data and aggregate transaction data, are not applicable and have not been
included.

Global data
The amount of securities and commodities on loan as a proportion of total lendable assets
(excluding cash and cash equivalents) was 0% as at December 31,2016.

The following table reflects the amount of assets engaged in each type of SFT or Swap
expressed as an absolute amount in €/US$ and as a percentage of each Sub-Funds' net assets
as at December 31,2016:

Type of Asset
Swaps

JAB CAP (LUX) -
JAB CAP (LUX) - JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit JAB CAP (LUX) -

Convertible Bonds Global Balanced Opportunities Emerging Markets
Absolute Absolute Absolute Absolute

Amount (€) Amount(€) Amount(€) Amount (US$)

929.293 2,279,308 344,158 134,038

JABCAP (LUX) -
JAB CAP (LUX) - JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit JAB CAP (LUX) -

Convertible Bonds Global Balanced Opportunities Emerging Markets
% of net assets % of net assets % of net assets % of net assets

2.64 % 5.05 % 1.53 % 0.68 %
Type of Asset
Swaps
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Appendix III - Securities financing transactions regulation (Unaudited) (Continued)
As at December 31,2016

Concentration data
The following table reflects the top (up to) 10 counterparties of each type of SFT and Swap
separately as at December 31, 2016, by name of counterparty and gross volume of outstanding
transactions:

JABCAP (LUX) -
JAB CAP (LUX) - JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit JAB CAP (LUX) -

Convertible Bonds Global Balanced Opportunities Emerging Markets
€ € € US$

Counterparty
Citigroup 20,395
Deutsche Bank 116,319 526,291
HSBC 3,851
JP Morgan 5,414
Morgan Stanley 608,579 44,923
UBSAG 812,974 1,144,439 344,158 59,455

JABCAP (LUX) -
JAB CAP (LUX) - JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit JAB CAP (LUX) -

Convertible Bonds Global Balanced Opportunities Emerging Markets
€ € € US$

Maturity
<1 day
1 day to 1 week
1 month to 3 months 128,067
3 months to 1 year 2.739 390,237
>1 year 110.227 40,760
Open transactions 816.328 1.848,311 344,158 5.971

All trades open at the end of the year have been transacted with counterparties established in the
United Kingdom through bilateral settlement.

Data on collateral reuse
As at December 31, 2016, the Company is not in receipt of collateral and therefore there is no
collateral reuse. The Company's current prospectus does not specify a maximum percentage of
collateral available for reuse. The proportion of collateral held in segregated accounts, in pooled
accounts or any other accounts is 0%.

Safekeeping of collateral received and granted by the Company as part of SFT trading
The Company has no custody accounts in existence specifically for the safekeeping of collateral
received. The Company has not elected to segregate collateral with 100% of collateral granted
held in pooled accounts.

Data on return and cost for each type of SFT and Swap
The following table reflects the return for each type of Swap for the year ended December 31,
2016:

JAB CAP (LUX) -
JAB CAP (LUX) - JABCAP (LUX) - European Credit JAB CAP (LUX) -

Convertible Bonds Global Balanced Opportunities Emerging Markets
€ € € US$

Swaps (1,604.637) (5,724,364 ) 342,869 (298,064)
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Appendix IV - Remuneration Policy (Unaudited)
As at December 31,2016

The Management Company has designed and implemented a remuneration policy (the
"Remuneration Policy") in line with the provisions on remuneration as set out by the European
Directive 2009/65/EC ("UCITS Directive"), as amended by Directive 2014/91/EU ("UCITS V
Directive"), as implemented into Luxembourg in the Law of 10 May 2016 (the "2016 Law").

The Management Company has developed and implemented remuneration policies and practices
that are consistent with and promote a sound and effective risk management of the Company, do
not encourage risk-taking which is inconsistent with the risk profiles/rules governing the
Company, and do not impair compliance with the Management Company's duty to act in the best
interest of the Company and ultimately its investors.

The Board of Directors of the Management Company is responsible for the design and
implementation of the Remuneration Policy and reviews this on a regular basis as part of its
supervisory function. In reviewing the Remuneration Policy, the Board of Directors of the
Management Company will consider whether the remuneration framework operates as intended
and that the risk profile, long-term objectives and goals of the Company are adequately reflected.

The staff costs of the Management Company in proportion to the total net assets of the Company,
the number of Identified Staff of the Management Company and the details on the Management
Company's remuneration and Remuneration policy are available to the shareholders at the
registered office of the Management Company.

Note on remuneration disclosure
Quantitative remuneration disclosure has not been included in this report because a full
performance year has not yet been completed since the 2016 Law became effective. The
Management Company considers that the inclusion of such quantitative detail for an incomplete
period would not be materially relevant, reliable or provide a clear basis for comparison for
investors.
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